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Peter White 
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Staying ahead of the curve

Peter White 
CEO, IABM 

IABM Annual Conference 
7-8 December 2018
Hilton Birmingham Metropole,
Birmingham UK

Talking of which, we have recently
completed our 2019 strategy plan,
and I have given a taster of its key
initiatives on page 5. As the pace of
change continues to accelerate
across the whole broadcast and
media landscape, we’re developing
our services to members to enable
them to keep pace – and IABM itself
is also changing to be able to support
this. Our strength is our people, and
we now have a world-class team in
place across the organization which 
I am proud to lead. We are however
definitely not resting on our laurels –
as you will see. 

Rarely a day goes by without
‘transformation’ coming into the
conversation as we discuss and act
on the fundamental changes that
continue to challenge our industry.
John Ive, our Director Strategic
Insight, has taken a long, hard look 
at what is driving this, and what it
means for every company operating
in the broadcast and media space.
His ‘Transformation 101’ article is 
the result, and I commend it to
everyone looking forward to where 
we are headed in the coming 
years. 

At the end of the year in which
SMPTE ST 2110 was published, our
feature article this month is fittingly
on IP. While for many, IP is all about
pictures and sound, in fact it is
pervading all aspects of the content
chain. It is clear that IP is by no
means yet a ‘done deal’ and won’t be
for some years yet, but the

momentum is now unstoppable in 
the view of many of our contributors.  

We invited some members of our
newly formed UK Industry Advisory
Board to look into their crystal balls
for what they see coming in 2019. The
resulting articles – bookended by our
CTO Stan Moote’s ‘trends to watch’,
provide an insight into broadcast and
media companies’ priorities and
concerns in the real world. While
each has different requirements,
efficiency and monetization share
center-stage in all.  

I’m delighted that Jan Eveleens,
former chairman of the IABM
Members’ Board and a 30-year
industry pioneer, is joining the stellar
list of IABM Honorary Members. In
the article on page 12, he tells us a bit
about how he came into the industry,
how a combination of ‘opportunities
and choices’ have shaped his career
to date, and modestly talks about his
considerable role in a key period of
IABM’s development. 

A regular feature of the Journal is
now a feature on one of our new
Start-Up members – we have gained
11 members in this new membership
category since we launched it at the
beginning of the year. In this issue,
Diane Strutner, CEO and Cofounder
of Datazoom, explains how this
exciting young company has cut
through to work with some of the
world’s most recognizable brands and
technology organisations – in the
process, creating a new category for
itself. 

Another regular feature is Creative
Collaboration, and in this issue,
Friend MTS gives a fascinating insight
into the history and use of digital
watermarking to combat content
piracy – under the headline
‘collaborative crimefighting’! It’s all
about staying one step ahead of the
content thieves – and since it’s
content that ultimately pays all our
salaries, it’s a battle that concerns 
us all. 

We have replaced what used to be
‘member speak’ articles with more
in-depth conversations about what
drives our members’ businesses and
how they continue to thrive. In this
issue, we have a wide range of such
articles and I commend them to you
for the insights they provide on
driving continuing success amidst all
the change going on around us. 

And of course, we have our regular
reports from all our Regional
Directors to keep you up to date with
developments, events and local
challenges and opportunities around
the world. 

I hope to meet with many of you at the
Annual International Business
Conference this year. It just remains
to wish you the compliments of the
season and continued success into
2019 and beyond. 

Welcome to the final edition of the IABM Journal for 2018. Once again, it’s full
of insightful articles across a range of topics that concern us all, as well as
keeping you up to date with the latest developments and initiatives IABM is
undertaking to give members ever-better and more timely support and
resources.
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Executive interview

Peter White 
CEO, IABM 

2019 will see IABM further reinforcing
region-specific activities via our APAC,
Americas and EMEA Members’ Councils

In the course of the last few months we
have been doing some research on this,
and we have found that our membership
can be categorized into eight broad types,
within each of which members’ needs are
broadly similar. These can range from
seeing IABM as a ‘trade club’ which
provides tactical support, to requiring
heavy customer collaboration – with many
combinations between. While more work is
required to test and refine the preliminary
model, we are already some way towards
having the knowledge to create tailored
offerings to more precisely match the
differing needs of each group, and
members can expect to hear more about
this – and benefit from it – in 2019. 

I mentioned geographies above, and we are
determined to be even more effective and
active in all regions. 2019 will see IABM
further reinforcing region-specific activities
via our APAC, Americas and EMEA
Members’ Councils. This will be
underpinned by running more supported
events based on the model we have
pioneered in the UK – both standalone and
in association with regional exhibitions. We
already have regional events planned in the
USA for 2019 (New York, Los Angeles,
Atlanta), and are in advanced planning for
events in EMEA and APAC as I write this.

We asked Peter White, IABM’s CEO, about what
the Association is planning for 2019 and beyond –
and what’s behind the many initiatives planned.
Here’s what he told us – 2019 looks set to be
another exciting year!

Over the last number of years, IABM has
grown to become a truly international
organization that supports its members
with a comprehensive range of services
across market intelligence, training,
technology, exhibitions and best practices
– all designed to help them do better
business. In today’s rapidly changing
media landscape, our members have
never had a greater need for timely,
relevant and effective advice and support
and our mission is to be an ever more
powerful beacon that is highly responsive
to all our members’ needs, helping them
to prosper and navigate change
successfully.

Like our members, however, resting on
our laurels is not an option for IABM –
with the pace of change all around us only
accelerating, we need to be fleet of foot
too to evolve our offering to keep up with
our members’ needs. 

IABM represents a huge range of member
companies, each with different priorities
and requirements, not only regarding
their scale and geography, but also
depending upon which part(s) of the BaM
Content Chain® they operate in and what
kind of business they are. We want to be
able to better serve their differing needs –
to be exactly the IABM each expects. 



Regional webinars are also on the
agenda, and we plan more C-Level
briefings at regional events too.

Over the last couple of years, our
membership in China has been
growing steadily. China is of course
becoming a major force in our
industry. In 2019 we will introduce a
new China Member Initiative to
support their international activities,
helping with branding, advice on
how to exhibit and sell
internationally, and producing
catalogues for IBC and NAB. This
will be supported by our new
Chinese representative, Li Chen,
under the leadership of Peter Bruce
our APAC Director. 

Speaking of China, it also of course
presents a major opportunity for
members from outside the region to
grow their business there. To
support this, we will be producing a
major China market report in 2019,
and also one on India – another
large market with high growth
potential.

Our business intelligence
capabilities have continued to grow
and develop to the point where we
now have a world-class Business
Intelligence Unit, which has
established IABM as a thought-
leader both with members and the
wider industry. The Special Strategic
Industry Analysis reports that we
issued at NAB and IBC further
enhanced our reputation for
leadership in this area. In 2018 we
further grew our business
intelligence capabilities with the
addition of two new research
analysts. This will give us the
bandwidth to produce new report
types and more depth to our existing
portfolio to arm members with yet
more business-enhancing
information.

The BI Unit now has broad language
skills and great research expertise,
and we will be tapping these both to
produce more regional information
to support our drive to increase
regional activity and engagement,
and using leading edge techniques
to gather, analyze and present the
best forecasting and qualitative
analysis for members. 

Over the last couple of years, we
have seen a massive shift in how our
members and their customers do
business, away from a transactional
model to one based on creative
collaboration. In 2019, we will be
furthering our drive to provide
platforms for collaboration with
end-users via new regional Industry
Advisory Boards (IAB) in APAC,
Americas and EMEA following the
successful introduction of the first
IAB in the UK in September 2018.
Our Annual International Business
Conference has also embraced end-
user participation at its heart, and
we will further develop this in 2019. 

As well as providing a platform for
our members to collaborate with
their customers, IABM itself is also
looking for collaboration
opportunities in 2019. There is a
number of other organizations
working in the broadcast and media
space, and we will be looking for
opportunities to collaborate with the
ones that fit well with IABM to the
benefit of both, and to get a synergy
for the betterment of the industry.
While pursuing such opportunities,
we will also of course continue to
support organizations with which we
already have relationships such as
the EBU, ABU, SET, FKTG and IRG in
a purely altruistic way. 

At IBC this year, we pioneered a new
show-floor learning model with the
Future Trends Theatre. This proved
enormously well-received and
popular with visitors, giving them
the chance to hear from industry
experts about what’s coming next –
and beyond – and enabling them to
plan for the future with greater
confidence. It also tied in well with
our other thought leadership events
and Business Intelligence Unit
reports. In 2019, we plan to take the
‘Future Trends’ concept forward at
other shows around the world, and
are also considering the feasibility of
standalone ‘futures’ events where
appropriate. 

Our website contains a wealth of
useful technical and business
information – indeed, it has grown
exponentially. However, the sheer
volume of content can make it
difficult to pinpoint the required
information, so we will be working
hard in 2019 to create a taxonomy
that will make access easier while
also providing each visitor with a
personalized experience. 

The BaM Content Chain® that we

We plan to take the ‘Future Trends’ concept
forward at other shows around the world
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We will be producing a
major China market

report in 2019, and also
one on India – another
large market with high
growth potential.

In 2019, we will be
furthering our drive to
provide platforms for
collaboration with 
end-users via new
regional Industry

Advisory Boards (IAB)



launched in 2018 has proved itself
to be a robust, extensible model
which takes account of the
infrastructure in which we all work.
We think will be widely adopted in
2019 and beyond, and it will
underpin all IABM activities. It also
provides a shared platform to really
bring end-users and members
together to debate the future of our
industry, and we will be leveraging
it in this regard thoughout the
coming year.

As well as the new initiatives
outlined above, we will continue to
provide all the support members
rely on at exhibitions, from
member lounges to IABM TV; video
will remain a powerful tool and we
will be using it extensively. IABM
membership offers huge value at
all membership levels – even at
Start-Up or Silver, members have
access to a goldmine of
information and events. I
encourage everyone to plug in and
use it all to help your business and
make 2019 a memorable, highly
successful year for all.

IABM membership offers huge value at
all membership levels – even at Start-
Up or Silver, members have access to a
goldmine of information and events

Make the most of 
IABM membership
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Transformation 101
Whether you are an end-user or technology supplier, or even between the two, in 2018 you will
have seen the word ‘transformation’ used extensively to describe the fundamental changes
the media and broadcast industry is experiencing. The choice of ‘fundamental change’ is
intentional here because it encompasses the nature of the change, which is not evolutional or
incremental but radical and extensive.
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How it affects different parts of the
industry depends upon the specific role
played. What sets media and broadcast
apart is the creative element - it is a
mixture of art and technology. The
artistic elements are changing as new
tools become available, enhancing the
experience for consumers. Ever more
realistic environments can be created to
provide a broader range of more
compelling entertainment and enhance
factual communication. Here technology
is an enabler, opening up new
opportunities.

Putting the artistic and creative aspects
to one side, what remains is an industry
with strong similarities to others,
consisting of a product and a supply
chain. The product is program content,
and the supply chain is production,
together with the delivery infrastructure
and the tools that get the job done. It’s
here where the revolution is taking
place. Technology has opened new
possibilities, making traditional systems
look antiquated. 

Making and distributing content is
changing out of all recognition; it’s 
not evolutionary but disruptive and
discontinuous, meaning we cannot
extrapolate past experience to
incrementally predict the systems 
of the near future.

One aspect clouding the magnitude 
of the change is legacy. For many
organizations, investments in systems
and operating practices are such that
they cannot transition to something
completely new immediately. The cost
and the need to retrain or employ
alternative skills slows down the
process. But this fact also creates
opportunities for newcomers without 
the legacy to support.

Products to systems to products
One significant aspect setting the
current changes apart from previous
evolution is the change in definition of a
product. There are some products which

remain stand-alone with a specific role:
cameras, lighting, microphones, displays
for example. In fact, many of the
products which exist at the extremities
of a system remain unique with
evolutionary changes and updates. 

The system in between is where radical
changes are emerging. As an industry
there has been a transition from single-
to multi-function devices. So, what once
would have been a collection of products
making a system, now becomes a single
item and therefore a new product. That’s
happening on a much grander scale;
end-to-end enterprises are the product.
There are variations of this concept with
all functions contained within one
overarching functional block, or in some
cases several blocks, but managed by
one console which presents them as a
single entity.

Clearly this trend is driven by the move
from hardware to software-defined
solutions, but the impact of this change
goes much further. Not too long ago,
recording devices were typically
positioned close to the camera. Control
surfaces were typically close to the
processor. All that has changed as
processing and storage can now be
placed and shared remotely. 

From this two key factors can be
identified: the ability to place processing
and storage anywhere, and the ability to
virtualize it with its configuration and
use dynamically adapted to functionality
and workload.

What does this mean for suppliers and
end-users, plus those in between?
Possibly best to work back from the end-
users, as it is their usage of the new
options that dictates how technology
suppliers need to adapt.

First and foremost, these changes offer
maximum benefit and choice to
operational teams – more so than
previous changes in which the hardware
tended to dictate its usage. Workflow is

John Ive
Director Strategic Insight,
IABM



now adaptable and continuously
configurable, which is a big benefit
but does require careful analysis of
what will work best for each
individual organization. 

What will work best is a question
that relates to an understanding of
what functions are core to the
operation and therefore need
expertise and hardware physically
on-premise, in contrast to those
which are best managed by an
external service provider with the
hardware located off-premise.

There is no ‘one-size-fits all’ to the
decisions that must be made as
organizations will have different
priorities. A few questions can be
identified which may help.

n User Experience –Will the new 
configuration provide a better 
user experience?

n Responsiveness – Will remote 
placement of the hardware 
provide the required 
responsiveness if real-time video
is involved?

n Disaster Recovery – What are 
the points of failure and what will
be the disaster recovery 
scenario?

n Workload – Does the workload 
have significant peaks and 
troughs?

n In-house Development – How 
much in-house development is 
required?

n Business Model – Is the move 
from CAPEX to OPEX-based 
expenditure a strong motivator?

n TCO – What will be the total cost 
of ownership?

n Security – Which solution 
provides greater security?

n Skills – How do we migrate our 
teams to the new skills and 
workflows?

These are some of the more
popular questions that need
answers; there are many more
specific to each application.

Hopefully these questions reflect
also the magnitude of the changes,
which are far from incremental and
more of a revolution than evolution.

Service Providers
Systems houses have faced these
challenges head on. The rapid move
from video to IT-centric planning
and implementation is a huge
disruption, which is compounded if
physical hardware is not the main
source of revenue.

Beyond system planning, end-users
look to systems houses to be
consultants, bringing their expertise
to the transformation challenge.
The embedded expertise in a
system provider may be limited as
these developments are still new
and legacy experience a hindrance
rather than helpful.

A fast track transition is required, at
least for system providers looking to
support large enterprises. The good
news is that their services, if
current and relevant, are likely to be
in demand. A large organization
goes through major change
infrequently and needs the benefit
of experienced specialists who have
the breadth of knowledge needed to
help them make the right
infrastructure decisions.

Technology suppliers
Larger technology suppliers have
similar legacy challenges to those
facing end-users. Due to sheer
momentum, conventional
operational systems will not
disappear overnight, but they will
however be sold in decreasing
quantities.

Once again, it’s important to note
that technology suppliers work in
different spaces and categories,
therefore the far-reaching changes
will be more relevant to some than
others. It is probably safe to
assume, though, that all will
experience different demands in
some form from their customers.

Changing from a hardware to
software and services business
model is a big challenge for a well-
established company with legacy.
Many are already well on the
transformation track while others
are struggling. It is a race against
time as new companies gain
traction and their reputations build.
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...major enterprises have already shut
down, or are considering closing, their
data centers entirely

Hopefully these
questions reflect also
the magnitude of the
changes, which are far
from incremental and
more of a revolution
than evolution.
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Transformation
Amazon AWS recently held an event in London
entitled ‘Transformation Day’ which proved
interesting coming from a media and broadcast
background and viewing where other industries
are in terms of change programs.

Reducing a day’s worth of transformation
information is challenging but several helpful
themes emerged:

n Denial then acceptance. The realities of a 
changing environment often present 
themselves well after the defining moment. 
New approaches can initially appear inferior to 
current practice which has been refined over 
several years. But missing the signs of 
change and delaying action can be an expensive
error.

n Gaining experience is key and doing so in a 
safe environment is critical. As an end-user 
this might entail creating a ‘Sandbox’ where 
new ideas can be trialed. As one speaker 
stated: “There is no compression algorithm for 
experience”.

n If the transformation is large, break it down 
into manageable chunks with multiple 
milestones of success with deliverables. Also 
keep transformation teams assigned to specific
tasks small enough to be accountable and 
manageable with a sense of true 
involvement.

n Scale up by splitting existing transform teams 
and sharing their experience and enthusiasm.

n Lead from the top. Senior management should 
not micro-manage but should demonstrate it is
committed to the process by maintaining 
engagement, recognizing achievements and 
helping to resolve roadblocks.

n Partnerships between suppliers and end-
users are often the best way to gain a 
comprehensive vision of the way forward. A 
transformation project may be iterative as both 
parties learn from experience. 

n Don’t try to fit new working practices in to old 
organizational structures. This is not just about
product or system change, but mindset change 
as well. Avoid trying to force a new generation 
of functional roles into an old hierarchy and 
even outdated job titles. 

n Retraining. Often the ‘elephant in the room’, 
new skills are required; retraining may be right 
for some but not all – especially as some 
companies have an aging workforce with years 
of excellent but perhaps no longer pertinent 
experience. In some cases, the ongoing need 
for legacy knowledge for the period of transition
will help ease the challenge, but tough 
decisions go with the territory. Identify the 
‘Blockers’ – those who are not committed to 
change and can only see the problems.

Perhaps one of the most interesting aspects, or
‘take-aways’, is that major enterprises have
already shut down, or are considering closing,
their data centers entirely. Many operations within
broadcast and media are not live (time critical to
nanoseconds) or high bandwidth (uncompressed
UHD video) and therefore are candidates for
remote storage and processing; if management
decides that owning IT/media hardware is not a
core function then media and broadcast will
continue to head in that direction. Reliability and
security are well considered by Cloud operators
despite concerns to the contrary.

Closing thoughts
The changes facing the media and broadcast
industry are challenging; for many, they are
entering uncharted territory. However existing
systems and practices have reached a very high
level of maturity and the ability evolve those
systems into growing business opportunities is
limited. Worse still, if innovation is restricted by
legacy approaches then business value suffers as
the focus moves to reduced pricing. 

Embracing the new era of services based upon
Cloud offerings, while not appropriate in all
circumstances, does open up exciting prospects
that will not only restore business value but also
increase the size of what we term the media and
broadcast industry.



Jan Eveleens joins an exclusive club of people
who have had an enormous impact on the
broadcast and media industry as it has grown
and developed over the last 40+ years, as well
as making a major contribution to the
development of IABM. This illustrious group
comprises Alan Brill, Roger Crumpton, John
Ive, Larry Kaplan, Lyle Keys, David
MacGregor, Mike Martin, Derek Owen, Peter
Owen, John Ross, Martin Salter, Clyde Smith
and Roderick Snell. 

Jan graduated in 1987 from Delft University of
Technology with a Masters, specializing in
Computer Science. While writing his final
thesis, he worked at the Research Labs of
Philips Electronics in Eindhoven, and
subsequently joined the company, working in
its Telecom & Information Systems division.
Here he first came into contact with imaging,
working on a project to store images centrally
and allow people to access them remotely via
a cable TV network. His team then moved
fully into broadcast, building an innovative
PALplus encoder that used ‘helper’ signals in
the blanking of the SD analog TV signal. “We
sold quite a few and de-facto I became the
salesperson,” Jan remembers – setting him
on path that would serve him well throughout
his subsequent career. 

While Philips was officially a supporter of the
proposed European HD-MAC standard, Jan’s

group was quietly experimenting with MPEG,
designing and building MPEG multiplexers
and encoders “under the radar as we saw this
being the future rather than HD-MAC,” he
says. “This meant that we were ahead of the
game in Europe when MPEG was finally
adopted, and the new Philips Digital Video
Systems division demonstrated the first
MPEG-2 DVB-compliant system at IBC in
1994, enabling live transmission via satellite
and subsequently won some major deals,
including the first digital transmission
systems at MTV, Canal+, Nilesat, Measat and
Digiturk. 

“While this was going on, my role changed
from head of development to head of product
management and, a bit later, to business unit
manager for head-end systems at the tender
age of 31. My career has been a series of
happy accidents – a combination of
opportunities and choices,” adds Jan
modestly. “Along the way, I had some great
bosses who gave young people a lot of
opportunities; despite being part of a very
large organization, it felt like a start-up.” 

At the end of the 90s, content piracy was
becoming a big issue, and Jan was asked to
lead a new content protection group in
Philips. “Watermarking was still at the
research stage – we took it out of R&D and
started to build products and develop a

My career has been a series of happy accidents – 
a combination of opportunities and choices

Jan Eveleens recognized for major
contributions to the industry and IABM 
with lifetime Honorary Membership

Jan Eveleens is the latest industry luminary to be awarded
lifetime Honorary IABM Membership. The honor is being

officially presented at IABM’s Annual International Business
Conference and Awards on 6th December 2018.
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business,” he says. “We did a joint venture with
Medialink (a media solutions company) to set up a
monitoring network around the world (TeleTrax), much
of which is still operational today, taking signals off-air
and detecting watermarks. This business was ultimately
spun out from Philips to become Civolution.”

Another one of Jan’s ‘happy accidents’ occurred in 2001.
“A significant change in my life followed a chance
meeting at an airport, which led to me becoming GM for
the Thomson camera group in Breda; the job also
involved integrating the ex-Philips/BTS product line
following its purchase by Thomson,” remembers Jan. “I
ran it until 2009 and after the acquisition of Grass Valley
by Thomson, I became a member of the Thomson Grass
Valley management team. It was a very interesting
experience working for a French multi-national!

“In 2009, I was approached to become CEO of Axon
Digital Design – another opportunity and choice
moment! I really enjoyed working at a smaller company
of 70-80 people, as this gave me some interesting new
experiences compared with working for large
companies. Most of all, I learned about working with
cash – the bank, shareholders and critically, making
payroll every month. It was a totally different perspective
– you have to do a lot yourself; it gives you a more
balanced view of things. While life in a small
organization is certainly not always perfect, it’s more
agile and you can create the rules on the go,” says Jan.

“Earlier this year, I joined Riedel; I tend to get restless
after a while - I need new challenges, though not with
everything in life – I have been married to the same wife
since 1986! At Riedel, I have moved back into a business
development function where I feel most at home; the
combination of technology, products and customers is
what I like the most. As you get older, you get a slightly
different perspective – I like to do what I like to do – and
joining Riedel gives me this opportunity in an
environment that combines strong enthusiasm and
perhaps slightly unorthodox entrepreneurial spirit with
creative high-tech solutions and very high profile
projects.

“I became involved with IABM when I joined Axon in 2009
– I inherited Axon’s seat on the IABM Board and we were
re-elected by the members several times. 2009 was also
when Peter White came on board, and IABM
transitioned from being a small, UK-centric club to an
international, outgoing organization. It was fascinating
to be a part of that and contribute a little bit. I was
appointed Chairman early in 2012 and served two terms
until James Gilbert took over mid-2015. IABM has
transformed itself and it was great to be a part of its
bold strategy of getting out there and claiming the
leadership space in the industry. I served on the IABM
Board until I left Axon earlier this year and had to give
up my seat – but I remain a strong supporter of this
great organization.

“I was totally taken by surprise to be made an honorary
member of IABM – I didn’t see it coming. I feel very
honored – it was a lovely surprise,” Jan says.

“As well his influential role in our rapidly changing
industry, Jan has also made an enormous contribution
to the development of IABM,” said Peter White, IABM
CEO. “I will always be grateful to him for his guidance
and support from the first moment I joined IABM; he
richly deserves the recognition that comes with IABM
honorary membership, and I look forward to continuing
to work with him in the years to come.”

In any free time he has, Jan enjoys working with
computers, sailing his 20ft yacht, is a keen DIYer having
built his own sauna, and reading techno fiction. Jan and
his wife Margret have two children they adopted from
Colombia – “I have a special link with that part of the
world,” Jan concludes. 

Since 2009 IABM has transitioned from being a small,
UK-centric club to an international, outgoing organization
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On the other side of the scale, the
broadcast and media suppliers put on
their most creative hats to maximize
the returns from their last-minute
sales and marketing tactics and ensure
they close their business year with
respectable, or at least, acceptable
results.

And what a tough year it has been on
everyone in the MEA region. The drop
in the number of available media
projects, combined with the increasing
difficulty in obtaining timely payments
for completed projects, resulted in
great difficulties for both buyers and
sellers to implement their growth
strategies. They are now all faced with
the difficult task to predict what 2019
will be like and what strategies, short,
medium or long term, they will put in
their business plans.

IABM has been active in the region to
assist our members in their continuous
efforts for achieving their corporate
targets and to provide a reference for
the market about future technology
trends. In pursuing this, IABM has
organized and/or attended a number of
events in the MEA region over the last
few months. These included member
events, IABM training and IABM events.
At Cabsat 2018, IABM organized a
Broadcaster panel discussion and an
IP Theater which featured 10
presentations by various companies
covering a wide range of subjects
relating to IP technology. IABM also

ran a Networking Essentials for
Broadcast Engineers training course.

As media consumption is steadily
shifting from conventional linear TV to
the Internet, OTT and multi-platform
delivery continue to disrupt traditional
broadcasting. IABM organized an OTT
conference to examine the tools
currently available to provide the
viewer experience that will accelerate
the growth of OTT in the MEA region.
The conference included a number of
presentations which were followed by
an interview with a regional media
company which has recently launched
an OTT platform.

IBC 2018
The show was well attended by visitors
from the MEA region. Several IABM
members indicated that most
attendees were looking to make
decisions about ongoing projects in the
region. A major deal was announced
during the exhibition by Arabsat who
concluded a multi-million Euro deal
with Newtec to provide a platform that
allows Arabsat to deliver additional
services to their clients on the Badr 7
satellite.

Many meetings were held during the
five days of the show with existing
IABM members, prospects and other
broadcast & media organizations.

CABSAT 2019
Cabsat celebrates its 25th anniversary
in 2019. Cabsat organizers attended

IBC to try and get more companies to
book stands at the show which is
scheduled for March 2019. Cabsat will
feature three key industry sectors:
Content Creation, Content Production
& Post-Production and Content
Distribution & Delivery. Cabsat 2019
will also include several new initiatives
including the E-sports showcase
which, according to the Cabsat website,
will provide broadcasters, advertising &
marketing agencies, premium brands
and game developers “a tremendous
opportunity to understand, learn and
adapt these bite-sized formats”.

ASBU
The second ASBU Training Academy
Consultative Council meeting was held
in Tunis on 28 and 29 September. The
meeting was attended by members of
the Consultative Council as well as
several ASBU staff members including
the Director General, Eng. Abdulrahim
Suleiman.

ASBU presented a brief report on its
training academy activities during 2018
as well as its draft strategic plan for
the remainder of 2018 and for 2019. It
also presented the suggested calendar
of the Academy’s training activities for
2019 to receive the Consultative
Council’s members’ remarks and
recommendations.

ASBU announced the introduction of its
online e-learning platform which is
offered by BBC Media Action and
funded by the European Union’s
MedMedia initiative. The initial version
of the online platform was delivered in
July 2018; further development of the
platform is currently ongoing. The plan
is to have the platform fully operational
at the beginning of 2019. ASBU are
interested to have IABM e-learning
courses delivered to their members
through this platform.
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We are well into the last quarter of 2018. This
is the time when, traditionally, the regional
broadcast and media organizations go through
their last bit of available budgets to ensure
they make use of all remaining funds before
the year end.

MEA region update

Hassan Ghoul
Director of MEA, 
IABM 

Cabsat will feature three key industry sectors:
Content Creation, Content Production & Post-
Production and Content Distribution & Delivery
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75 delegates registered for the event 
in Cardiff – a third of which are 
end-user customers

IABM EMEA/UK region update

Darren Whitehead 
Director of Business
Development, IABM

EMEA Member Council held a hugely successful and
enjoyable ‘meet the IABM’ drinks reception on the
Friday at IBC in Amsterdam, within the main IABM
member lounge.

Members invited colleagues from companies that were
not yet members in a very social way of introducing
them to the IABM. The food and drinks were
accompanied by great live music and it was a great start
to a very positive IBC for all.

EMEA Members’ Council is now at a very exciting time –
holding its first elections. It is very pleasing to have had
so many current members wishing to continue to stand
and also so many other members wishing to serve for
the first time. At the time of writing the election process
is still ongoing with the outcome announced in early

December, and I am looking forward to meeting as
many of the newly-elected EMEA Council members as
possible at Annual Conference.

A huge amount of work has gone into creating the next
UK Members’ Council event which is entitled ‘the
challenges and opportunities of broadcasting in an IP
world’. It is very exciting that our friends at BBC Cymru
Wales in Cardiff have agreed to host this session and to
‘lift the lid’ on their very pioneering and ambitious IP
project.

It is a privilege to be part of an IABM team that is
working hard to unite the industry to provide a platform
for collaboration and understanding. The event at BBC
Wales is just another step in this direction for all IABM
stakeholders – members and end-user customers alike.

At the time of writing there is a total of 75 delegates
registered for the event in Cardiff (a third of which are
end-user customers from BBC, ITV, Perform Group and
Dock 10). This demonstrates just how important these
events are, both in terms of the topic and the quality of
discussion as the industry moves forward through
transformation and change.



Japans starts transmission
of 4K/8K over satellite

The transmission of channels over satellite in
Japan has been a strong government initiative to
move UHD forward

Peter Bruce 
Director, APAC
IABM

As I write this I am attending the InterBEE
Convention and Exhibition in Japan. Previous
announcements and demonstrations
included the projection that the 2020
Olympics would be covered in 4K/8K and we
have previously seen the first demonstrations
of 3D in 8K. In the last two years screens and
cameras have begun delivering 8K.  

The march to higher resolution is here and the
keynote speeches included Mr. Akihiko Chigono
(Executive Director, Chief of Engineering, Japan
Broadcasting Corporation) explaining that the ‘New
4K/8K Era is Starting’ with the transmission of
4K/8K over satellite on the 1st December 2018. Mr.
Toshio Fukuda (President, The Association for
Promotion of Advanced Broadcasting Services) then
explained how nine new broadcasting operators
would carry the Ultra-High Resolution signals.

It is apparent that the move to UHD is rapidly on its
way in North Asia, with Japan, South Korea and
China making great strides. All the stalls at
InterBEE were demonstrating a minimum of 4K and
many also had 8K solutions; good progress is clearly
being made towards the 2020 Olympic Games in
Tokyo, Japan, which are now looming on the horizon.
Interestingly, the halls in which the InterBEE
exhibition takes place will be one of the Paralympics
sites, in which events will be covered in UHD. 

Cutting through all the publicity and press
announcements, it is important to understand what
the actual rate of take up is and how it will be rolled
out in North Asia. It is very clear that the region is in
the forefront of higher resolution broadcast
technology. The announcement at InterBEE that nine
channels will transmit 4K/8K over satellite actually
means that the 8K content will be approximately

20% of the overall transmissions in the near future
on that platform. I was informed that NHK are
roaming the world creating the 8K content needed to
fill the air time. Additionally, NHK has already
purchased and had delivered two 8K OB vans, both
produced by IABM member companies – Ikegami
and Sony. The Sony truck will feature an IP
infrastructure. 

The transmission of channels over satellite in Japan
has been a strong government initiative to move
UHD forward. South Korea has already kicked off 4K
terrestrial transmission last year using the ATSC 3.0
system. By choosing the satellite option, Japan will
benefit from fast-track UHD delivery to the home
across the country and greater bandwidth to
transmit more 4K channels as well as 8K. It is clear
that the main channels have signed up to the
initiative; the question is how much actual airtime
they will deliver, and to what extent the other
channels will also follow the UHD path.

The InterBEE convention and exhibition was active
and buoyant; visitors were there to see how the
move to UHD would take shape. The feeling among
the suppliers was that, even in Japan, the move to
4K would not see the ‘Big Bang’ that happened
when SDI replaced analog studios or the move to HD
happened almost overnight in new technology
terms – over a 2-3 year period. The general feeling
is that the 4K roll out will take a gradual approach,
with the second-tier studios taking their time to
transition. 

It was becoming clear from previous years’ shows
that IP is now the way to go; most of the previous
12G SDI signage at InterBEE was replaced with ‘IP’
at this year’s show. The exhibition had an IP pavilion
and many exhibitors were showing real examples of
IP workflows. It is clear that the change of

APAC region update
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technology to UHD in Japan will help
drive the transition to IP workflows.
However, Japan is perhaps two
years behind Europe on this – most
likely because the engineers in
studios are very traditional and
extremely risk averse.

This means that any change in
system workflow would need to be
tested heavily and a comprehensive
re-training program would need to
happen with the studio engineering
crews. To change the mindset
among the engineering staff will not
be a simple task.

Another key technology that will
change how the end-user consumes
video in Asia is investment in, and
the roll out of, 5G and this is starting
to happen across the region. In
Japan it was clear from the
conference sessions at InterBEE
that this is also a major focus for 
the Japanese government. The
investment is in place and 5G is
coming within the next two to three
years; the initial roll out will of
course be in the highly populated
areas of the country. The initial
usage in the M&E world will be
particularly notable within the
contribution side, with 5G’s
increased bandwidth and reduced
latency giving many benefits to both
the consumer and broadcast
professionals. 

All in all, the InterBEE show this
year was a very vibrant event, but
most importantly a key milestone for
the actual roll out of 4K/8K and 5G
transmissions. In years to come, we
will look back at 2018 as a year in
which key technological initiatives
have taken off; 2018 is a truly 
pivotal year.   

InterBEE had an IP pavilion and 
many exhibitors were showing real
examples of IP workflows
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At these events, I’ve also had the opportunity to
introduce the IABM to companies that have not yet
experienced the wide range of benefits IABM
membership offers. No other industry organization
delivers the extensive value propositions as the IABM
does for such modest membership costs, and if you 
are not currently an IABM member, you owe it to your
organization to contact me or visit www.theiabm.org 
to learn more. 

IBC Exhibition – IABM Report 
Many North American companies of all sizes exhibited
at IBC which my feet can attest to after striving to visit
as many member and non-member companies as
possible during the show’s five days! 

IBC marked the first meeting of the new rotation of the
IABM Americas Members’ Council, which will serve 
for two years. The Council provides advocacy for the
Americas region members through a forum for
discussion, debate and actions on issues pertinent 
to the region. 

We congratulate our new Council members and
welcome their wide industry expertise! Visit the IABM
site to read more about each council member.

Council Chair: Paul Stechly – Principal & President,
Applied Electronics Ltd

Council Members by Company:
Apantac – Thomas Tang, President
BeBop Technology – John Miller, SVP of Sales & 
Marketing
CueScript – Michael Accardi, President 
Florical Systems – Shawn Maynard, SVP & General 
Manager

GatesAir – Keith Adams, Marketing Communications 
Manager
Hitachi Kokusai Electric America, LTD – Sean Moran,
COO 
Imagine Communications – Brick Eksten, CTO
Imagine Products Inc – Dan Montgomery, President
Promethean.tv – Ian Sharpe, CEO
Qligent – Ted Korte, CEO 
Riedel – Joe Commare, Marketing Manager 

Since joining IABM in August, I have had the distinct pleasure of
beginning to meet our many North American members at the IBC
Exhibition in Amsterdam, the NAB Show in New York and the SMPTE
Conference in Los Angeles (more about these events below). It is
exhilarating to hear the members speak of how IABM has supported
their business endeavors in such a variety of ways! 

Americas region update 

Kathy Bienz
IABM Director, 
North America

Check out our NAB NY video blog on the IABM site using the
upper navigation bar: Knowledge  > Content Search and in
the “What are you looking for?” field enter “NAB NY 2018”
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AT SMPTE Annual Conference – of the 88
exhibitor booths, 51 were IABM members

SMPTE Annual Conference – IABM Report 
The SMPTE Annual Conference was held in a new venue –
the Westin Bonaventure in downtown Los Angeles –
because the conference had outgrown the prior location. 

Overall the new venue well supported the many
conference activities, enabling all conference rooms to be
located next to each other and all exhibitor booths to be in
one area – making the show logistics very easy and
conducive for all in transacting their business at hand.

Of the 88 exhibitor booths, 51 were IABM members, and
presented another excellent opportunity to connect with
those people supporting the western part of the Americas
region for each member company. 

Check out our SMPTE video blog on the IABM site using
the upper navigation bar: 
Knowledge > Content Search and in the “What are you
looking for?” field enter “SMPTE 2018”.

Highlights in North American Broadcast and Media
Industry 
Business Environment
North America constitutes one of the largest markets for
broadcast and media technology products and services.
The media landscape in North America is facing radical
change. In the television industry, the until-now solid
business model of cable and satellite networks is being
increasingly disrupted by competition from OTT operators
such as Netflix, Amazon and Hulu. 

In the radio sector, the trend is similar: competition by
digital radio providers such as Pandora and Spotify is
squeezing advertising revenues, forcing some of the
traditional networks to divest their radio divisions.

NAB Show New York – IABM Report 
At the conclusion of two engaging days, the NAB
reported an 6.1% attendance increase over 2017
with 15,097 attendees. The IABM Member Lounge
also doubled in size over 2017 and our 20x20
space saw members making use of the four tables
for meetings/discussions virtually non-stop, while
refreshing on coffee, tea and water. 

We kicked off the NAB NY show with IABM’s
State-of-the-Industry Breakfast event for
exhibitors prior to show opening on the first day. 
I presented a highlight of the IABM’s wealth of
member benefits and the many resources
available on our website. Stan Moote, CTO,
presented next on the IABM’s latest business
intelligence for the Americas that provided
exhibitors with valuable current and future
technology/buyer/seller/market trends to consider
regarding their current and future business plans.

Members Paul Stechly, President of Applied
Electronics Ltd., and Scott Rothenberg, SVP of
Technology & Asset Management of the NEP
Group, each presented on the topic of Adapting 
to a COTS (Commercial Off The Shelf) Hardware
World and its impact within their organizations.
Paul and Scott then joined members Karl
Paulsen, CTO of Diversified; Thomas Burns, CTO,
Media & Entertainment of Dell EMC; and Mike
Palmer, CTO of Masstech Innovations, on a panel
chaired by Stan. A very enlightening discussion
ensued with the audience getting perspectives 
on several interesting insights that surfaced. 

This show provided the final opportunity in 2018
for several members to take advantage of their
annual IABM-TV interview. Multiple other
members were interviewed by Stan during the
show for inclusion in his NAB NY video blog. Paul
Treleaven, IABM’s Technology Consultant,
attended conference sessions with the focus on
audio and the AES NY Connect show. The AES
show, co-located with NAB Show NY, had a major
vibe of activity.

Check out our NAB NY video blog on the IABM site
using the upper navigation bar: Knowledge  >
Content Search and in the “What are you looking
for?” field enter “NAB NY 2018”.



IABM analyst reports indicate these are the key drivers
of change that are disrupting the media industry – all of
which are very apparent in the North American market:

Entry of new companies into the media industry is 
pushing up the price of content, distracting eyeballs 
and disrupting traditional business models
Increasing competition is prompting media 
companies to go direct-to-consumer and disrupt 
themselves
Increased competition is also driving media 
companies to search for scale via consolidation, 
collaboration and geographical expansion

Technology Environment
The IABM continues to monitor these six technology
adoption trackers in the broadcast and media industry.

Cloud Outlook: According to IABM data, adoption of the
cloud rose significantly between 2014 and 2018 as the
technology matured, and more end-users espoused its
benefits. By deploying cloud-based services, media
companies can dramatically reduce time-to-market for
their services – thus increasing revenues – and flexibly
adjust resources by moving to consumption-based
pricing. 

On the supply side, major cloud providers have
continued to expand their media-specific services,
increase their presence at tradeshows and prop up
investment in their infrastructures. 

AI (Artificial Intelligence) Outlook: The primary driver of
adoption of AI technology is the opportunity to automate
routine workflows that are manually executed. Asset
management is the natural area of application for AI
technology. Advances in techniques such as image,
emotion and speech recognition are enabling media
companies to automate a variety of activities including
content tagging, archive search and transcription.

IP Outlook: With the arrival of an open solution, we
expect more growth in the adoption of IP technologies at
broadcast organizations. This has been slower than
forecast due to interoperability issues. The remaining
challenges relate to dealing with complexity and skills.
The transition to live IP workflows has also given
technology buyers a greater incentive to purchase
equipment enabling UHD transmission.

UHD Outlook: UHD adoption by broadcasters has been
slower than expected for a variety of reasons. These
have included high deployment costs and uncertainty
over consumer adoption. Despite the low adoption on
the distribution side of the business, consumer adoption
of the technology has significantly risen. In the
production sector, UHD has also become an established
format as major OTT players such as Netflix and
Amazon now demand content only in UHD.

VR (Virtual Reality) Outlook: Interest in VR has waned
between 2017 and 2018. Slow consumer adoption of VR
equipment has led major companies with a stake in it to
significantly lower prices. Moreover, the lack of certainty
around the business models supporting the technology
has contributed to slow adoption. With regards to
broadcasting, the main application area remains sports
where VR could represent an alternative, or surrogate,
to watching a game in the stadium.

Blockchain Outlook: Blockchain is a truly emerging
technology holding great promise in broadcast and
media. Blockchain is a trust enabler due to its
decentralized nature, making it a panacea for both
brands and broadcast advertising sellers. Blockchain
also provides tracking and transparency capabilities that
are applicable to various media use cases.
See IABM’s special IBC report for more details on these
business and technology topics.
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Thomas Gunkel: ”In the past a lot
of transformations were triggered

by the technology itself, simply
because it was becoming available
and it offered certain operational

benefits or savings. However,
nowadays the primary triggers are

the quest to live up to customer
expectations and the associated
evolving business models in the
rapidly changing landscape, as

well as the continuous process of
operational excellence. In this
context, the latest and greatest

technology is also to be considered
more as a means to achieve that; it

is the raw material for your
operation that can be leveraged in

an infinite number of ways”
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The economics
of IP –

no brainer, no
gainer, or still up
for debate?

The operational arguments for IP
are now well-rehearsed, and

summed up eloquently by Thomas
Gunkel, Market Director
Broadcast at Skyline

Communications: “IP allows
media companies to be more

flexible, more efficient, more agile
and it allows them to roll out new
services faster. It also reduces

investment risks as new business
models and services can be tested
in the cloud first without capital

expenditure.”

Roger Thornton
IABM

S P E C I A L  R E P O R T
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So, is it just a case now of replacing all SDI with IP?
We’re not quite there yet it seems – because, as Thomas
Gunkel implies, unlike previous ‘big steps’ in our
industry, this time it’s not new technology driving
operations, it’s business. “If a customer needs to
preserve a large scale SDI plant for example for cost
amortization, then needing racks and racks of
converters for IP inputs and outputs does
spoil any potential ROI,” Says Tim
Felstead, Director of Strategic and
Operational Marketing at Rohde &
Schwarz’s Broadcast and Media Division.  

Evolution not revolution
“Where that ROI is coming from additional flexibility or
scale, then the balance of the equation can certainly tip
towards an IP-based solution or enhancement. However,
it’s evident for the time being that we are still in the
evolution phase of IP solutions. Most of the
implementations out there are supported by either
workflow flexibility increases, or scale (of signal
numbers), or both. Whereas a small or modest
enhancement to an existing SDI system is only rewarded
by future proofing or learning opportunities, as opposed
to direct and immediate economic benefit,” Felstead
adds.

Ross Video’s Senior Communications
Manager, Stuart Russell, sees SDI co-
existing with IP well into the foreseeable
future – also for economic reasons. “IP
remains expensive and more complex to
install than SDI. There are still a great many
broadcasters around the world operating in SDI and
these broadcasters are not necessarily ready to
undertake the wholesale change in infrastructure and
workflow that goes hand-in-hand with IP. 

“Some vendors in the marketplace have been suggesting
that SDI is nearing obsolescence,” Russell continues. “I
think that’s incorrect and think it’s disingenuous to
perpetuate the idea that IP is the only path open. It’s not
‘IP or bust’. Customers can take comfort from the fact
that they do have other options and 12G SDI represents
an accessible, cost-effective upgrade path that brings
efficiencies without the need to throw away legacy
hardware. Our view is that hybrid production models (SDI
and IP) will remain a fact of life in this industry for many,
many years to come.”

Prin Boon, Product Manager at PHABRIX,
sees the economics of IP as currently being
dependent on scale and application. “The
weight and space saving when switching
from SDI copper to fibre IP in an OB truck is up to 7 tons
for a large truck and enough rack space that a (second)
vision mixer dedicated to HDR operation can be fitted.
This gives much more flexibility as to the layout and
configuration of the vehicle and there is the added benefit
of being HDR-enabled.

“For a Studio complex, many of the new buildings being
commissioned by broadcasters such as the BBC Cardiff
project, CBC in Canada and TPC in Switzerland, are able
to shrink the amount of rack space required,” Boon
continues. “All file-based workflows in these plants
already use IP, and for this size of operation IP makes
sense for live operation as large-scale IP routing is, in
general, less expensive that the SDI equivalent.

“It is also becoming increasingly common for smaller
productions to be run remotely with an IP linked ‘fly-
pack’ placed in the venue. High capacity and low latency
IP circuits have been used successfully for complex
remote production experiments such as that conducted
by UEFA and BT Sport in summer 2017,” Boon adds.

Evolution is the watchword for Wohler Technologies
President, Mike Kelly, who reflects that many of his
customers still need to live in both the IP and SDI worlds.
“The migration to IP networks means that multiple
signals can be carried over the same cable, which – once
the infrastructure is completed – leads to the ability to
dedicate future capital expenditure to other needs
besides more cabling. An ongoing challenge is to have
equipment that lives in both worlds. While we have had
some studio projects that are only IP (Dante being the
best example in terms of size and number), we have
mostly been getting requests for SDI + IP.  This means
that many broadcast customers still want the ability to
handle both and Wohler has engineered products to
those CUSTOMER requests.” This diagram of a Wohler
back-panel illustrates this perfectly.

...increasingly common for smaller
productions to be run remotely with an 
IP linked ‘fly-pack’ placed in the venue
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Broadcaster MBC recently deployed a Pebble Beach
business continuity solution based around a remote,
virtualized deployment of Orca and Marina, which
according to Nader Mokhtar, MBC Director of MCR and
Broadcast Technology, was “an easier deployment in that
we were not doing an SDI infrastructure. It was just
running Cat 6 Ethernet cables everywhere. The fact that
it didn’t cost us any more allowed us to learn more and
produce something useful. It fits into where we see the
future going. Of course, there were significant space and
machine savings with two racks being more than
sufficient to run 13 channels.”

While industry incumbents, many of whom have large
existing SDI infrastructures, are weighing the benefits of
the move to IP, for new companies wanting to break in, it
is less of a debate, which in itself will increase pressure
on established media organizations. “Ultimately, IP
lowers entry barriers for new entrants into the market,
resulting in a domino effect across the supply chain –
everyone from broadcasters to post-production to the
consumers themselves,” says Edoardo
Pescosolido, Account Director – Broadcast
& Media at Exponential-e, the cloud and
connectivity provider. “We have been
working for many years with some of the
largest broadcasters to help them distribute content over
Internet Protocol (IP) to their viewers – including two
royal weddings, Wimbledon, the Royal Opera House, and
football matches.” 

Pescosolido cites the example of Channel 4’s relaunch of
its 4oD service in the UK. An ever-increasing demand on
its distribution network drove Channel 4’s need to
overhaul its service to provide viewers with access to all
its archives, supported by an automated workflow to
allow a large amount of content to be directly pushed

onto various platforms. Andrew Bell, Channel 4 Technical
Project Manager, Broadcast and Engineering, is happy
with the result. “Rather than relying on an antiquated
manual process, we now have a network in place that
supports an automated workflow, dramatically speeding
up our processes. We can now deliver a large amount of
content directly onto the platforms much faster,
significantly freeing up internal resources and making
operational cost savings,” Bell says. 

Remote production – the final IP frontier?
Is remote production using IP now feasible? According to
Tim Felstead at Rohde & Schwarz, “Yes, as long as the
bandwidth is available. R&S has a solution called
Relaycaster that enables solid live media connections
over lossy Internet connections.  Not everyone and
everywhere has Gigabits and Gigabits available at the
doorstep.  If they have, great, if not…get digging (or use
Relaycaster!).”

For Pebble Beach’s Miroslav Jeras, latency remains a
problem. “Latencies with compressed IP are quite high.
Once standards are developed to reliably transport
uncompressed or visually lossless IP signals, latencies
will go down so the possibilities for IP production will be
further enhanced.”

One company that’s helping to solve the latency issue is
Exponential-e, with its Next Generation Network, which it
says is ‘ultra-low latency’. “We are seeing more
organisations building their remote production facilities
and coming to us for fast, highly available and reliable
connectivity,” says Edoardo Pescosolido. 

Prin Boon at PHABRIX agrees. “Remote production is
already taking place routinely with fly-packs and highly
compressed links back to the studio. For non-critical
camera shading, there are host broadcasters who
already use remote-shading. From a technical
perspective, there have already been several experiments
involving the backhaul of 10s of cameras over
uncompressed links back to the studio with the entire
live production team – and the audio and vision mixers
and camera shaders – operating out of the studio over IP
links. The achievable round-trip latency has already been
shown to be low enough for this to be practical.

“What is needed now is the widespread availability of the
necessary high capacity, high reliability infrastructure to
all of the required venues to accommodate this type of
workflow,” Boon adds.

The migration to IP networks means that multiple signals can be carried over
the same cable, which – once the infrastructure is completed – leads to the
ability to dedicate future capital expenditure to other needs besides more cabling
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“Although at an early stage, use of remote production
over IP is already with us and will continue to grow as
technology improves to solve the issues of latency and
bandwidth,” says Mike Kelly of Wohler. “By splitting the
video from the audio, SMPTE 2110 has already gone a
long way to solving this. The benefits and cost savings to
the program makers are too great to ignore: remote IP
production generally utilizes smaller OB’s which are
faster and cheaper to operate and require fewer onsite
engineers.” 

Thomas Gunkel of Skyline Communications is looking for
a more joined-up approach to the remote production
process. “Remote productions are possible already today,
but they need to be managed end-to-end. We still see
remote productions managed via different silos. For
example, there might a broadcast controller in the
production area who is not aware of the WAN network
between the stadium and production area, and this will
lead to issues and outages. The past showed us that
trying to connect various siloed management platforms
with a MOM was definitely not the answer, and yet a
multitude of point solutions get deployed even now. Being
able to assign and reassign resources as needed makes
top-level orchestration a must-have in any media
organization.”

The remote IP future is already achievable,
according to Clear-Com’s Sales Director
EMEA, Nicki Fisher. “Yes, it is realistic with
at-home or REMI solutions relying on Clear-
Com IP voice communication and GPIOs over IP
for their tallies and commands. Remote production is
now an option that has been proven in the real world;
projects such as VRT Sandbox’s LiveIP proved in 2015/16
that an IP studio can run a production that is in a
completely different part of the city (or world). Whether or
not this is the correct way to go remains to be seen, but it
is definitely now a part of the media world’s armory.”

Will SDI live on?
SDI is still used extensively in acquisition, live production
and presentation. We asked our correspondents if we are
likely to see the back of it any time soon. 

For PHABRIX, UHD is the pivot point for the present. “In
the short term it is likely that smaller installations that
have no requirement to adopt UHD, will continue to
remain SDI based, as the skill set to maintain a
traditional SDI broadcast facility is well understood. In
other words, SDI remains a low risk and cost-effective

solution for this type and size of operation. However, even
this will pass with time as IP skills and knowledge
become the norm across the industry,” says Prin Boon. 

Rohde & Schwarz’s Tim Felstead also sees UHD as the
current break-point. “For me the economics is the only
reason. SDI can be made really cheaply now – if you’re
not dabbling in UHD then it’s cheap cheap. Plus, learning
a new system is a stretch for everyone, so it might be a
sensible business decision to stay with SDI due to
operational learning and complexity that would be taken
on via IP.”

Thomas Gunkel at Skyline Communications also sees no
imminent end to SDI for economic reasons. “SDI will
remain for static SD and HD environments for several
years where all the above benefits of going for IP do not
apply. Only when the initial costs of deploying IP are less
than for SDI, will SDI disappear completely.”

Wohler’s Mike Kelly is ready for a hybrid SDI/IP future for
some time to come as well. “The requests for IP-based
solutions are ever-increasing.  But as indicated in other
responses, what we are hearing from our customers is
that they don’t want solutions from Wohler that don’t
handle SDI, they want solutions, in most cases, that
include both IP and SDI. Since our business follows the
signals, we follow our customers and plan to offer
products that offer options for both.”

All-IP – the inevitable future?
While many organizations are clearly already enjoying
some of the benefits of IP, we’re clearly not all the way
down the IP road yet, but is it inevitable? This question
brought out starkly different views from our
correspondents. Stuart Russell at Ross Video doesn’t
think so. “IP clearly offers great benefits in terms of
efficiency, but I think some industry commentators have
mistakenly positioned IP as a cure-all, when that’s not
really the case. The process of migrating to an all-IP
workflow remains expensive and requires a certain
organizational tolerance for risk and change. 

“The pace of IP adoption is absolutely increasing – that’s
not up for debate – but the pace of adoption of 12G SDI
(an alternative platform) is arguably increasing even
more quickly,” says Russell. “As with all technologies,
the mass market has waited for the early adopters to
take the bulk of the risk, pay the premium prices and iron
out the problems before considering IP themselves. I still
don’t believe we’re in that mass market acceptance

Remote IP production generally utilizes smaller
OB’s which are faster and cheaper to operate
and require fewer onsite engineers
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phase just yet (especially not when you look beyond
North America and Europe). We’re a conservative
industry, people have a lot of legacy equipment and I
don’t think it’s unreasonable or regressive to express the
view that IP may not always be the right choice for a
customer. Offering customers other options makes good
business sense; Ross Video is pro-customer-choice, and
the number of 12G SDI products launched at IBC this
year suggests many other manufacturers are also
realising the merits of this approach.”

Against this view, Skyline Communications’ Thomas
Gunkel sees the case for IP being driven by broadcast
and media companies’ changing business requirements.
“The move to All-IP is not only another shift in technology
like it was with the migration from SD to HD. This time it
is not about replacing boxes by software appliances and
substituting SDI with ethernet cables. On the contrary,
the transition to Media over IP enables companies to
leverage new technologies, redefine operational
practices and explore new business models that have
been out of reach before,” he says. 

Signiant’s Ian Hamilton is also firmly in the 
all-IP camp. “The only reason people will 
continue to use SDI is legacy installed base 
and equipment. It is impossible for audio- and video-
specific solutions to achieve the economies of scale of
horizontal standards-based solutions once they are fast
enough to accomplish the same objective,” he asserts.

“Although the 2110 standards are published, everyone is
still on a learning curve,” says Wohler’s Mike Kelly.
“There are certain challenges that need to be addressed
while implementing or migrating to IP, especially with
respect to latencies, synchronization and reliability of IP
packets. Since Wohler provides confidence monitoring
solutions for both traditional SDI signals as well as 2110,
our latest solutions can be used to detect issues in an IP
workflow while comparing the same with traditional SDI
signals.

“Separate from that and based on customer feedback,
Wohler doesn’t view ST 2110 as the be-all and end-all.
We are getting requests for MPEG, Dante, and other
signals. So, engineering units that are powerful enough
to monitor different types of signals remains a challenge
for our team,” Kelly adds.

Where broadcasters are adding an OTT presence to meet
changing viewing habits, the arguments for introducing
IP – even with a hybrid approach – are it seems, more

established. An example of this is RTL II’s phased
implementation of an all-IP installation at its Munich
facility for its OTT channel playout and monitoring
activities. Tim Felstead of Rohde & Schwarz, who
facilitated the project, explains. “We allowed the
broadcaster to expand its OTT services while enabling the
staff to monitor and control a range of broadcast signals
and Internet streams on the same device without any
external converters. This helps RTL II ensure high quality
and a pleasant consumer experience across both its
linear broadcast and digital OTT platforms.

“This project uses the R&S Prismon platform. Prismon is
an IP-based monitoring solution for broadcast and
streaming media/OTT. It offers multi-standard support,
including SDI and ASI, AIMS/SMPTE 2110, TSoIP and OTT
upload/download,” Felstead explains. Dirk Kolditz, VP
Technology Operations at RTL II, is happy with the
outcome: “Prismon makes it easier for us to monitor
broadcast streams and OTT streams within the same
device,” he says. “We believe that today broadcasters
cannot look at broadcast signals such as satellite or
cable networks in a different way to OTT signals,
especially since the number of OTT channels will
increase significantly in coming years.”

More than video and audio
When discussing the move to IP, most of the talk is about
video and audio signals – but IP is also impacting many
other production elements; Clear-Com is well-
established in the design, manufacture and sales of
wired and wireless intercom. “For voice communications,
two examples highlight the costs savings to our
customers when using IP solutions: for communication
out of the local campus to other cities or countries, they
can now use internet services compared with telecom

Currently there might a broadcast controller in the production
area who is not aware of the WAN network between the stadium
and production area, and this will lead issues and outages
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charged services or before that, previously called 
order-wires that were a considerable expense,” says
Nicki Fisher. “IP also has the capacity to carry multiple
channels of audio (and other signals) bringing cost
savings on infrastructure.”

“We view IP as an opportunity in that the number of
signals that need monitoring is exploding,” says Wohler’s
Mike Kelly. “The brand position that Wohler occupies as
an ‘umpire’ rather than an ‘advocate’ gives us the 
ability to work without conflict with any and all
broadcasters to help them climb the learning curve, 
solve their evolving problems and cross the 
bridge into this new paradigm.”

Miroslav Jeras, Head of Software
Architecture at playout, automation and
integrated channel playout solutions
provider, Pebble Beach Systems, adds, “In
addition to video and audio, IP will enable data such as
triggers and control signals to be sent via standard
protocols.” 

And of course, as Rohde & Schwarz’s Tim Felstead notes,
“File-based has been IP for a very long time!” – a fact
backed up by intelligent file transfer provider Signiant’s
Chief Technology Officer, Ian Hamilton: “Ubiquitous
connectivity via public Internet Protocol networks has
been a key driver behind most of the technological
advancement of the 21st century. While smart phones
and new smart devices along with cloud services
delivering applications are what is visible to most people,
none of this would be possible without the ubiquitous
connectivity provided by IP network plumbing.” 

Hamilton gives Guardian News & Media as an example of
how Signiant’s Media Shuttle SaaS solution takes full
advantage of that plumbing. “There have been two real

differences from our old FTP system,” says Matt Whiting,
Head of Applications at the Guardian News & Media.
“One, Media Shuttle is just a lot quicker. It makes
maximum use of any available bandwidth, but the other,
which is probably even more important for us, is that it’s
an interruptible transfer. A lot of the network connectivity
that our reporters have is likely to be interrupted.
Signiant also had the lightweight agility, flexibility, and
ease of deployment and integration that we wanted
without introducing a massive dependency. It ultimately
came down to much better value for the money
compared to other solutions we considered.” 

Limelight Networks has also worked to solve the latency
problem for DAZN, part of the Perform group, which
recently signed a 10-year contract with Japan’s leading
professional Soccer league, the J. League. Robin Oakley,
Head of Distribution Technology, Perform Group, explains
the problem and Limelight solution. “As it is with any
other broadcaster, managing latency is a challenge for
us – getting a signal from ground through production out
to our viewers worldwide. A Twitter feed that is seconds
ahead of a livestream, for instance, can be a big spoiler to
sports fans. Working with Limelight, we’re able to create
and deliver a broadcast-like experience low on buffering,
low on start-up times, and high on picture quality. The
Limelight team works closely with us on reducing latency
and supporting our growth.”  

Ubiquitous connectivity via public Internet Protocol
networks has been a key driver behind most of the
technological advancement of the 21st century
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What’s next?
With SMPTE ST 2110 published, are all the technical
barriers to IP adoption now solved? Pebble Beach’s
Miroslav Jeras sees plenty still to do: “The core work on
the standards to replace SDI functionality is now
complete, so the focus is shifting towards leveraging the
power of IP in, for example, audio routing, resource
management and automatic configuration. The goal is to
send audio, video, triggers and metadata signals over IP
in open standards, not just audio and video.”

Rohde & Schwarz’s Tim Felstead agrees. “A massive
amount of progress has been made and the ‘transport’
part has been done nicely. To come there is traffic
shaping and other ‘management’ components.”

For Skyline Communications, it’s the orchestration layer
that still needs to be addressed. “The management and
control plane of your business, in all of its aspects, is
going to be the real strategic asset,” says Thomas
Gunkel. “That management and orchestration fabric will
increasingly define if and how you can live up to customer
expectations and effectively implement the business
models that optimize your revenue in the new context.

“The industry is waiting for the NMOS standards to be
revised or published, but there is no need to do so,”
Gunkel adds. “There will always be proprietary APIs
available, the industry will use that fact to have a unique
selling point. We assume there will be hybrid
deployments which need to support both vendor specific
APIs as well as open standards; upgrading legacy
equipment might not be possible at all.”

For Signiant, the devil is in the delivery. “SMPTE ST 2110
still requires a managed network to achieve fully reliable
delivery over RTP (Real-Time Transport Protocol),” says
Ian Hamilton. “It’s often financially impractical to
provision managed wide area networks. Delivery of audio
and video over the wide area can be further democratized
with better technologies like those provided by Signiant 

Flight and avoid common video conference style glitches,
like dropouts and picture degradation.”

“It is perfectly possible to build a 2110 system based on
the published standards and there are many 10s of
systems already deployed worldwide,” says PHABRIX’s
Prin Boon. “The industry is looking at a piece of work
called the ‘full-stack’ which looks to normalize the way
that a new device can be set-up and attached to a
network and then have a straightforward workflow that
leads to that device being used.”

In voice communications, there’s still work to do as well.
“For voice communication and interoperability, we need
to solve problems of the scalability of many audio duplex
signals between disparate end-devices without
disturbance when sources join and allow inter-device
controls and events and routing,” says Clear-Com VP
Engineering, Simon Browne.

Ross Video’s Stuart Russell also sees plenty still needing
to be done. “2110 has seemingly achieved enough
gravitational pull to bring the major players into its orbit,
but there’s still a great deal to do in terms of
interoperable discovery and diagnostics. Ross Video
attends all of the major shows and interop tests and
while the narrative around interoperability from the large
manufacturers is all positive, I think there needs to be
more action taken here to ensure customers can work
with multiple vendors and embark on their green-field or
refurb projects with a high degree of confidence.”  

Have we got all the skills we need to make it
happen?
In all IABM’s recent surveys, lack of necessary skills is
consistently near the top of both vendors and end-users’
concerns – particularly in leveraging IP in broadcast. We
asked our correspondents if they still see this as a
problem, and if so, what the solution might be. “In the
live production world there is a substantial IP skills
shortage amongst staff that are ‘broadcast aware’, says
PHABRIX’s Prin Boon. “Also bear in mind that we are
likely to have a hybrid SDI/IP mixed economy for many
years – and so staff have to be across both types of
systems.”

Miroslav Jeras at Pebble Beach agrees that there is a
skills gap, and offers a potential solution. “Yes, without a
doubt there is potentially a problem for some here.
Vendors and end users need access to network
administration skills in addition to the necessary



broadcast engineering expertise. The IABM runs some
really useful training programs in this area which
vendors and end users alike can benefit from.” 

Edoardo Pescosolido at Exponential-e thinks the solution
to this requires a change led from the top. “IP skills in
general are widely available; however, in the broadcast &
media industry, resistance to change might come from
people who have spent years harnessing legacy
technology skills. As is often the case, new skills can be
taught and people can be trained, if they embrace
change. Ultimately change needs to be driven from the
top. Industry leaders should demand that their teams
deliver IP roadmaps aligned to their specific business
contexts and encourage/incentivize relevant staff to
acquire those new skills.”

Matt Stock, Principal Architect at Limelight
Networks, details some of the skills
challenges its customers face, and offers a
choice of ways forward. “It requires an
additional skill set, which is understanding the
IP-based protocols and delivery quirks. For example,
understanding how to improve cache retention, or how to
encode content for multiple bit rates to support mobile
and wired. You can hire people who have these skills, you
can train your staff, or you can leverage a partner to help
guide you based on best practices. Which is the right
answer depends a lot on the skill set you currently have
in house. Limelight works with many customers and
partners to help augment the in-house support staff.”

Clear-Com’s Simon Browne zeroes in with a concise list
for the audio part of the equation: “Some training on
audio IT is needed such as for PTP clock distribution,
QoS for the services, PoE and media switches.”

“There is definitely a problem not having enough IP
skills,” says Thomas Gunkel of Skyline Communications.
He wants systems simplified so that expert skills aren’t
required at the operating level. “Our customers need a
simple operating, monitoring and orchestration platform
to get the right insights from the underlying
infrastructure as well as to be able to troubleshoot
systems in an easy manner. Such NMS/OSS platforms
need to assist the operators so that the real experts
should not be required to solve day-to-day issues. A
single-pane-of-glass platform to get a 360° view on 
your services and infrastructure will more important 
than ever in IP.”

A look over the horizon
In our final question, we asked our correspondents to
look five years ahead: will IP then be underpinning all
workflows? For Ross Video’s Stuart Russell, “It depends,
and geography is an important component. IP isn’t like
UHD or HDR. It makes zero difference in live production
in terms of what the viewer sees at home, therefore it
needs to have a financial reason to be used. For many of
our customers’ applications the justification isn’t there
yet, although it’s obviously only a matter of time. An even
larger number of our international customers are looking
for answers to the creative, business and technical
challenges they face; there may be many things keeping
them awake at night, but IP is not one of them.”

Pebble Beach’s Miroslav Jeras takes a pragmatic view.
“Let’s look at what’s already IP. Studios and production
are already moving to uncompressed IP. Latency is really
where the issues arise, and where there is work to be
done. MAM went to the cloud 10 years ago. Offline editing
is all done without SDI. Distribution is mostly IP. Very few
technologies remain that are not IP-based; once SDI is
replaced, we will be there.”

While agreeing in principle, Rohde & Schwarz’s Tim
Felstead also sounds a word of caution: “Pretty sure yes.
But a word to the wise – in the late 90s people (who were
from the IT industry) said broadcast modular products
would be dead by the year 2000…..most of the IP
implementations of the past few years have used tons
and tons of….modular!  I think future predictions in such
a dynamic and economically elastic industry are fraught
with difficulty.” 

The final wise words go to Nicki Fisher at Clear-Com:
“Very Possibly - however at present the real answer is
that this is unknown – five years is a long time in this
business!” 
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“At present the real
answer is that this is

unknown – five years is
a long time in this

business!”
Nicki Fisher at Clear-Com
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If you were a child of the 60s, 70s, 80s or 90s, the
chances are that this arrangement only partially worked
for you. The adults would occupy those seats that faced
the television head on and you would fight your siblings
for the least-worst other vantage points. Someone
inevitably ended up watching the curved CRT screen at
the sort of angle that made everyone look like they were
a reflection in a fairground mirror. Or worse – you had to
watch a show you weren’t interested in because the
remote was firmly in the hands of your parents. 

With the arrival of proper flat-screen TVs, the youngest
family members around the world heaved a sigh of relief
and enjoyed the novel experience of watching shows
without craning their heads at a curious angle. And then
came streaming.

A different way of watching TV
With the introduction of streaming came a new way of
watching TV, where the TV itself isn’t necessarily the
vital component. Today, we can watch TV on our phones,
on our tablets, on smart mirrors in the bathroom or
smart fridges in the kitchen. 

Let’s take the UK as an example for how things are
changing. In the UK today (according to the Google
Consumer Barometer 2017), 74% of adults have a
smartphone, 73% have a computer and 53% have a
tablet. In fact, more adults in the UK have a mobile
phone than have a TV.

According to GlobalWebIndex, 80% of us are now
watching videos online. And, according to the BBC itself,
16-24 year olds spend more time on Netflix than they do

watching any of the BBC’s televisual output (including
iPlayer). 61% of adults are now watching online 
videos at least once a week.

So should we rearrange the living room?
There’s really no need to call in the movers though as
the big screen TV in the living room is still playing a
significant role in family life. We’re not, as some might
have predicted, each staring at the phone in our hand,
rather than sharing the experience of watching the 
TV in the corner of the room.

Whilst, 31% of adults, in our UK example, are watching
TV on devices like laptops, tablets and smartphones,
they’re not the most popular choices for longform
programming whether for catchup or on-demand
viewing. In the UK 70% of adults prefer to watch
Broadcast VOD on their TV set (7 out of 10 in the living
room). And, according to Think TV, a whopping 56% of us
still watch regular linear television on a regular TV.  

And, even though we’re spending 7 hours and 35
minutes a day online, we’re also spending 2 hours 
and 39 minutes watching the box. 

Why the big TV is still king
So, with personalized experiences and the opportunity 
to watch whatever we want, whenever we want it, why
are we still fighting over the remote control?

Part of the answer is that the viewing experience is just
better on bigger TVs so we naturally gravitate to them.
Netflix recently revealed that the majority of its
customers go on this journey. According to the

16-24 year olds spend more time on Netflix than
they do watching any of the BBC’s televisual
output (including iPlayer)

Why our furniture will face the TV for 
years to come

Before the invention of the television, the focal point of any room
was the fireplace. In fact, the word ‘focus’ derives from the Latin
word for ‘hearth’. However, the invention of the television,
coupled with the arrival of central heating, means that, from the
mid Twentieth Century onwards, most of us have pointed our
sofas at the TV.

Ian Munford
Director of Product
Marketing, Akamai 
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streaming firm, 75% of its customers sign up to the
service on a smartphone, tablet or computer, often
enjoying their first show there. But this rapidly tails off
over the first month and then again over the remainder
of the first six months. By halfway through the year, 70%
of viewers have moved to the biggest screen in their
house.

Some types of show are also harder to watch on small
screens. Spotting whether someone is offside, or a
serve is in or out, when the ball is represented by a dot
of only a few pixels is hard work. Similarly, film noir,
fantastic as screen quality is on smartphones today, can
have people squinting at their devices. What’s a great
experience on the move, isn’t always people’s preferred
experience in the home.

There’s also a cultural element. The living room
television is embedded in the everyday lives of many
Europeans. This isn’t always the case globally. Some
countries are particularly mobile-first in their approach
and, here, we see viewers on smaller screens in huge
numbers. For example, in India, Akamai assisted
Hotstar during this year’s IPL to deliver the cricketing
action to 10.3m viewers, 98% of whom watched on a
mobile device. For Europeans though, we’re much more
attached to the shared experience of watching on the TV.

Push me, pull you
Of course, one of the reasons why people are watching
streamed content on the big TV is because they can.
Huge advances in streaming technology mean that the
negative elements of the OTT experience can be
eliminated.

For example, it’s become a cliché to talk about the
spoiled experience of streaming a sporting event with
ten seconds of latency, when you hear the cheers of

your neighbors seconds before you see your home team
score. It’s also a scenario that can be consigned to
history with media acceleration now able to deliver HD
content easily with 2-3 second latency (with sub-second
latency on its way).

This also bodes well for generating value from OTT
streams. Advertisers like us to be in a relaxed state and
put a premium on large screen TVs, especially when the
ad experience is delivered correctly and is relevant to
the viewer. TV viewing has proved time and time again to
generate better sales impact – in fact according to Think
TV 2.4x more impact than Facebook and a whopping 2.7x
more impact than YouTube. 

Akamai’s own research used galvanic responses to
quantify the impact of poor streaming outcomes on
viewer experiences and found that people were 16%
more likely to experience negative emotions towards a
show if they had a poor streaming experience. Perhaps
more importantly, 76% of customers would ditch their
streaming service if the stream failed several times.
But, again, with optimized delivery, these challenges
can become a thing of the past.

There are even viewing experiences that are better than
broadcast and only available over the top. For example,
when all eyes were on the footballing action in Russia
this summer, the only way to watch in 4K was OTT.

Sit back and relax
So, we won’t be breaking our backs to reorganize the
furniture any time soon. OTT is certainly changing the
broadcasting landscape – there’s more choice, more
personalization and many new services – but it’s not
changing the living room landscape. So, get yourself a
drink, put your feet up, turn on the big TV, watch the
best programming we’ve ever had and enjoy the ride. 



Packing. There are lots of different types of
packing materials and you should always

pack your items in the most appropriate packing.
Peli cases and sturdy boxes for smaller items,
flight cases for screens and wooden crates for
heavy and fragile items. Wooden packing is
restricted in many locations and when ordering
any new crates, you must ensure they comply to
ISPM15 packing regulations. This includes the feet
on any crates which will and do get checked by
border control. Don’t let your shipment get refused
entry because of bad wood. Full information can
be found here ispm15.com. Another option is to
use products like Expo cages. Secure packing
solutions for hire.
www.exhibitionfreighting.co.uk/expo-cages/ 

Labelling. It is imperative that your
shipment is correctly labelled, both for

export to the show and import from the show.
As you can imagine, there are often thousands of
shipments to each exhibition and most flight
cases, boxes, crates look the same. Without
correct labelling, the show handling agent won’t
be able to distinguish which freight is which. Make
sure your freight forwarder provides you with
coloured shipping labels for each piece of your
shipment. It is also important that you number
each piece and that this matches your packing list
for overseas shows. 

Insurance. You must make sure your
shipment is covered by a good Marine and 

A Risks Insurance policy and for the correct
values. Damage and theft does occur despite all
the best planning so make sure you have adequate
cover. A further tip would be to cover the cost of
your flight case or peli case in a separate line item
as these too can be expensive to replace.

Allow enough time. Allow for all eventualities
such as customs delays, weather delays as

these will take more time than you think. Always
prepare well in advance and check for the latest show
information and consult with your Exhibition Freight
Forwarder.

Paperwork. No one knows what will happen
after Brexit, so it’s good practice to start to
prepare packing list and shipping invoices for all

your shipments, be it for European or International
exhibitions. Some locations will require very specific
paperwork, i.e., Original invoices, Certificates of Origin,
or ATA Carnet. Always consult your freight forwarder for
guidance and to help avoid potential delays and fines. 

Restricted items. Airlines are constantly
reviewing their security and taking advice from

global security services. As such they can at very
short notice refuse to take certain cargo. Toner
cartridges and all batteries will be screened and will
require special packing for approval. The latest list of
hazardous and restricted items can be found on the IATA
web site
www.iata.org/whatwedo/cargo/dgr/Pages/index.aspx.
People often forget that although you are encouraged to
pack aerosols in your luggage when travelling as a
passenger, these will be classed as hazardous within
freight, can delay your shipment and incur additional
costs. There are fewer restrictions on sea freight,
however, it’s always best check with your Exhibition
Freight Forwarder.
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10 Top tips 
for successful exhibition shipping 
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Choose your freight forwarder
carefully. Always use a

professional Exhibition Freight
Forwarder and not a general freight
forwarder. In simple terms a general
forwarder will get your freight from A to
B whereas an Exhibition Freight
Forwarder will get it from A to B and
then make sure it gets to C which is the
exhibition hall and stand. You don’t
want to be on your stand with no
freight, the day before your show and
you cannot contact anyone from your
freight company.   Plus the Exhibition
Freighting Forwarder will be proactive
in organizing the return of your exhibit
usually via their local on-site contact.

Collections \ Deliveries. Not every company 
has access to a loading dock or fork lift truck to load

their goods. Book early and specify a vehicle with a tail lift to
make loading your freight easy. Its also important to confirm
final packed information, number of pieces; dimensions of each
piece and a weight if possible, so an appropriately sized vehicle
can be booked for you. A good Exhibition Freight Forwarder will
take care of all this for you.

Mode of transport. There are several options for
shippings, sea, road or air – but within that there are

different services for each mode. You need to consult a
good Exhibition Freight Forwarder and discuss which mode is
best for you based on the time you have, your budget and where
in the world the freight is shipping to. The key is to allow enough
time.

Communication. From the outset communication is
vital to ensure the safe delivery of your freight to a show.

Consult early on with your Exhibition Forwarder, give
timescales, budget, dates required and also your contact details
on-site at the show so you can be contacted or you can contact
your agent if something is wrong. Use the motto  ‘check, double
check and then check again’.
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Aerosols are classed as hazardous within
freight this can delay your shipment and
incur additional costs
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To date, nearly 200 IDS systems have been supplied
worldwide, and that number is growing monthly. IDS
systems are currently operating on five continents in
more than 27 countries. 

What that means is there are now more than 4000
attached IDS devices operating, comprised in total of
more than 2500 IDS media players and touchscreens
providing control to more than 800 IP-based IDS lamps.
It doesn’t stop there though; IDS has an extensive toolkit
of plugins for seamless integration with third-party
systems, which helps for streamlining multiple
elements of a critical workflow. In short, IDS simplifies
the complicated.

All of this speaks to unparalleled reliability, and ample
evidence of that goes right back to IDS Number One,
which was supplied to Technicolor for ITV playout in
2008. It was initially just a request for IPE to ‘Put some
clocks on screens’. Soon after, given that ITV had some

voice rooms, they added, “Could you add some tally
lights to the clocks, with dedicated screens to display
useful information outside each studio or booth?” 

At the time, we were not aware of any other commercial
software-based tally, cue-lights, and clocks on a
dedicated display screen system on the market, with the
main function to identify precisely who was using a
studio or booth, what for, and, provisionally, for how
long.

Since its conception and first installation in 2008, IDS
Number One is still performing all of those functions
24/7 to this day. IPE saw a need that few people knew
they had and in fairly short order became the first
company to provide a network solution that included an
in-house designed and built mini-PC on the back of
every display screen, enabling it to do everything the
user required, and more. In essence, IDS fixed a
problem that people didn’t know they had, with a
solution they didn’t know was available!

Some products and services evolve out of necessity,
usually either to survive or remain relevant. Others
evolve as a result of good ideas well implemented. IPE’s
IDS is the result of both, and in 2018 is celebrating a
decade of successful evolution of what is now the most
popular information display system on the planet, and
the only one specifically designed for – but no longer
limited to – broadcast applications.

And these 10 years of development have taken place in
the midst of increasingly profound changes in 
what can still, almost, be called ‘broadcasting’.
Fortunately, IDS has an in-built ability to migrate, which
is crucial to its longevity.

IDS systems are currently operating on five
continents in more than 27 countries

10 Years On, IDS Continues to Gain Momentum
as Broadcast’s Premier Network-based
Display and Control System 

IPE has been in business as a system integrator for 35 years and still is,
but for the last 10 years its flagship, proprietary Intelligent Display
System (IDS) has been the dominant factor in taking the company
forward. And with some equally intelligent siblings from IPE now
entering the market it is a good time to celebrate 10 years of IDSuccess.

Colin Judge
IDS
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Best to let IPE Managing Director
and ‘modest visionary’, Colin Judge,
elaborate.

“IPE had been, and still is, a
systems integration company. But
10 years ago we began to notice that
we were increasingly building
separate systems to take care of
myriad display and control
requirements and it was consuming
a lot of time, and money, for both us
and our customers. Back then there
seemed to be no way around
making many different shapes and
sizes of metal boxes, each to house
technology for a specific
information, such as timing or tally. 

It was sometimes soul-destroying to
complete a major installation,
involving hundreds of hours and
much more in terms of costs to the
customer, multiple suppliers, and
ourselves, to install a complex,
state-of-the-art (at the time) studio
to a detailed specification and find
that the first time it was used
someone would sit at a station and
say, “But where’s my digital clock?
There’s an analogue one, but it’s in
the wrong place. This won’t do.”

To be told at the end of a major
studio refurbishment job that the
main concern is the location – or

lack of – a digital clock, which was
deemed to be, by far, the most
important aspect of that particular
studio, is not really what you want to
hear.

However, we soon realised the
operator had a point, and it was a
good one. A digital clock located in
precisely the right position was a
key factor in the operator’s ability to
do the job properly, and the ability to
change clock style by use of a
touchscreen to meet different
production requirements also
proved to be invaluable.

The ability to scale and customise
IDS is one of its USP’s and is
consistently a key benefit for
deployment. At an early stage of
development we realised that
although studios can be very
similar, the staff working in them
can be very different. This is evident
in a very particular request we had
for one particular installation. We
were approached by someone who
was visually impaired and the
standard clock just wasn’t suitable.
We therefore configured IDS so that
a custom clock for use by those with
this particular impairment could be
displayed at the touch of a button on
an IDS touchscreen. This small
tweak enabled someone to use IDS
who previously would have had to
make do with an inadequate
solution.

Of course, making that happen – at
the time – required a fairly
substantial overhaul. It was
maddening, time consuming, and
hugely frustrating. And it happened
again with another client shortly
thereafter. Subtle changes were
required that required a lot of
necessary, but frustrating,
backfilling. The vagaries of what
management wanted and what the

day-to-day user actually needed
didn’t always marry up, which
meant considerable, and
sometimes costly, changes had to
be made after the fact. Ironically,
however, these situations ended up
delivering considerable value to IPE
because, in many ways, those
frustrations were the catalyst for
what became IDS. 

In short, we knew there had to be a
better way. We didn’t set out to find
it because, at the time, it didn’t
exist. Instead, we set out to create
it. IDS was and still is very much an
innovator and not an imitator.

Our thinking was that, if all the
information an operator needed was
on a single, convenient and highly
legible display screen – which no
one was doing until we decided to
do it – it could not only provide all
the info at a glance, we could
eventually take it further and enable
an almost limitless number of
control operations to take place at
the touch of a few, perhaps just one,
button. Moreover, regular or even
casual users could configure the
system to do exactly what they
needed without requiring a partial
or complete hardware or software
overhaul.

So, we set about making that
happen, which became the IDS we
see currently. Now, 10 years on,
we’ve never looked back. IDS has
evolved from strength and capability

4000 attached IDS devices operating, comprised in total of
more than 2500 IDS media players and touchscreens
providing control to more than 800 IP-based IDS lamps
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The collective experience – and
knowledge sharing opportunities –
afforded by IABM are invaluable

to greater strength and capability, but
has never lost the power of its
essence. 

The ability to customise a studio
setup at the touch of a button is
something that had, surprisingly until
IDS, been largely overlooked, often
for subtle requirements such as
specific lighting, camera operations,
display information (inside and
outside the studio) not to mention the
ability to share that information
throughout a facility – or throughout
the globe, which is now increasingly
in vogue with the advent of remote/IP
production scenarios. IDS is ideally
suited to both scenarios and has
repeatedly demonstrated the
flexibility to grow and evolve to meet
new production requirements,
especially given the profound
changes that have taken place over
the last decade, which continue at
pace today.

IDS has been now augmented with
IPE’s EMU3 intelligent power
management units, which can be
used as standalone devices but are
now being integrated to further
augment IDS. You can assign inputs
to EMU3 and use it as a way of
collecting information from the IDS
network, or conversely, use an IDS
touchscreen to configure the EMU3 to
get the appropriate information back
to indicate, for example, if ports are

switched on or off, if protection
monitoring is engaged, and many
other parameters. IPE has already
done this for some major global
broadcasters, who now regard it as
essential.

Being regarded as essential for
something that most didn’t know they
were missing is powerful testament
to the strength, functionality, and
flexibility of IDS and EMU3. IDS
displays information. EMU3 provides
information. They’re a natural
pairing.

And both products’ continued
development – still based on the core
intelligence that made their name –
is testament to a longevity that is
both revolutionary and, shall we say,
evolutionary.

This is self-evident in IPE’s changing
client base, from BBC to YouTube;
Tate Modern to Houses of
Parliament; luxury yachts to space
agencies, IDS and EMU3 are blazing a
trail in a fast paced and dynamically
changing industry.

However, IPE and the products
wouldn’t exist without its investment
in its team. Behind the scenes IPE
has built an enviable reputation in
nurturing a strong and determined
team who constantly strive to improve
and deliver the best to its clients. The
emphasis is on ‘can do’. IPE ensures
that at every step, client engagement
surpasses expectations and
continues after we have left site. IPE
has invested a lot of time in teaming
up with the very best partners and
resellers who share the same
principles, which in turn ensures that
no matter where in the world a
customer is located, they will receive
the same degree of IPE
professionalism and expertise.

In today’s ever-changing market,
where stakeholders are entering with
varied skillsets from more diverse
sectors such as IT, AV, and Creative,
the need to constantly reinvent and
evolve has never been stronger. IDS is
the final piece of the jigsaw, an
enabler that sits between multiple
operations and delivers on all counts.
It streamlines efficiencies and
provides the simplified control
demanded by today’s changing
technical landscape. The combination
of IDS and EMU3 solutions truly keep
everyone ahead of the game by
simplify the complicated and putt the
user in control.”

What role does IABM membership
play in IPE’s continuing success? 
“We wouldn’t be without it; since we
joined IABM in 2015, we’ve found it to
be a consistent source of industry
insights that have helped inform our
decisions in terms of purchasing
trends, business intelligence, and
importantly for us as we expand,
global and regional analysis that
enables us to tailor our offerings for
specific local requirements.

The collective experience – and
knowledge sharing opportunities –
afforded by IABM are invaluable for
businesses of any size, but
particularly those of us who have
grown rapidly from modest
beginnings.”
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Friend MTS is a keen member of IABM and finds
membership enables us to meet and collaborate with our
many customers, partners and in some cases competitors
to improve the protection of video content. Because the
threats against the industry are dynamic and the threat
vectors ever changing, we have to be agile and part of that
agility requires that we collaborate with a wide range of
stakeholders.

Watermarking
There are a lot of similarities between the development of
watermarking of banknotes and the development of the
digital watermarking technologies used to protect high
value video content. Interestingly there are also some
major differences between banknotes and video content.
One thing that unites both is that collaboration is needed
to physically protect banknotes and digitally protect
content.

Watermarking Banknotes 
Although the first recorded ‘promissory notes’ were used
as early as BC147 by the Carthaginians, the Bank of

England was the first
bank to permanently
issue bank notes in 1695.
The first printed notes did
not have any built-in
security features but

because the first watermarked paper was introduced by
the Bank of England in 1697 just two years later, we can
assume the early banknotes were quickly counterfeited.
Since then we have seen the addition of increasingly
complex security features, many of them evolutions of the
original watermark. In 2016 the Bank of England issued a
new polymer bank note. This note has 10 key security
features, including an imperceptible ultraviolet
watermark. In a few more years no doubt a new note will
be issued with an even greater number of security
features to prevent forgery, as the counterfeiters learn to
circumvent the security features in today’s notes.

Protecting Video Content with Digital Watermarks
Video Content has followed a similar security evolution
path. In 1936 when the BBC first started regular
broadcasting unsurprisingly there were no security
features on Broadcast TV. The first major industry scare
occurred in 1975 when the Sony Betamax video recorders
became readily available and affordable. The spectacular
success of Pay-TV, and in particular live sports, has
fuelled a new wave of piracy. Just like banknotes, video
content has significant monetary value. According to
Digital TV Research the Global Pay-TV and SVOD Market
is estimated to be $251bn by 2023.

Digital Watermarking was introduced to prevent illegal
streaming of content. The first watermarks were simple
static-location watermarks that identified the set-top-box
ID. Pirates were quick to circumvent the watermarks by
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Collaborative Crimefighting –Using Digital
Watermarking to Combat Content Piracy

The Bank of England was the first
bank to permanently issue bank
notes in 1695

Friend MTS is a UK based cyber-security company that specialises in
protecting high-value video content. Many of our customers are sports
rights-owners and broadcasters, because arguably sport is the most
valuable video content today. We have the largest deployment of live digital
watermarking and protect some of the most valuable sporting events in
the world. 

Justin Paul 
CMO Friend MTS



either cropping the picture (they were
typically found on the edges of the
picture) or by simple visual
manipulation attacks such as ‘blurring’
to make the STB ID impossible to
extract. In response watermarks
became peripatetic with the location
moving to different positions on the
screen. This triggered more
sophisticated countermeasures such
as ‘picture comparison’ being
introduced. Picture comparison takes
two separate feeds from two set-top
boxes and compares and combines the
pictures. Anything that doesn’t appear
on both pictures, such as unique STB
ID, is blurred out hiding the identity of
the source.

In 2015 this led to the introduction of
full-screen imperceptible
watermarking, pioneered by Friend
MTS. This watermarking is named
ASiD or Advanced Subscriber ID.
Because the watermark is full screen,
cropping is ineffective and picture
comparison will simply blur the entire
screen, because both pictures are
subtly, imperceptibly, different. 

Ever inventive, the pirates tried to
combat this type of watermarking by
‘going retro’ and using older STBs as
the source for their pirate streams.
Many of the older STBs have a
relatively small memory ~20-30Kb
which was too small, in theory, to
support client-side watermarking.
There were two problems. Firstly, the
older STBs can only support standard
definition (SD) but because many
games are broadcast in high-definition
(HD) 720P, 1080P or 4K the content
looks decidedly second rate. Secondly,
working collaboratively with the STB

manufacturers Friend MTS was able to
introduce a very lightweight
watermarking capability for legacy
STBs known as ASiD Lite. 

Interestingly the most recent evolution
of ASiD is in preparation for ultra-high-
definition (UHD) content. The movie
producers feared that with some
cinematic content, particularly very
dark screen colours, the ASiD
watermark may be perceptible to
people with the most acute eyesight.
Friend MTS collaborated with a
number of major studios to address
what was seen as a ‘future problem’
with watermarking. The fixed ASiD
watermark was replaced by a dynamic,
constantly changing, watermark. This
version of ASiD, known colloquially as
‘Fizzy ASiD’ passed a series of tests
with major Hollywood Studios known
as ‘Golden Eyes Testing’ confirming the
watermark was imperceptible under all
conditions.

The limitations of physical
watermarking 
Watermarking of banknotes is effective
at preventing forgery but does not
prevent theft. Banknotes each have a
unique identifying serial number.
However, to track and recover stolen
banknotes you have to firstly record the
serial number of the notes, and then
check those serial numbers against all
of the shops, petrol stations, cafés and
banks where the money could be
spent. Most people don’t have the time
to check banknote serial numbers
against a list of stolen currency
provided by the police. The problem
with finding stolen bank notes is not a
technical issue with the note; it’s
actually a process issue. 

Fixing the process: Security-as-a-
Service (SECaaS)
Client-side watermarking provides the
way of identifying the source of illegal
streaming. The process challenge is
then to find the illegal stream across
the entire internet. Many companies

undertake manual monitoring, while
others, like Friend MTS, use an
automated approach to find the illegal
streams. 

The benefit of a service-based
approach to security is the ability to
collaboratively tailor a wide variety of
countermeasures. Friend MTS
collaborates with a number of
stakeholders but particularly the
broadcaster, rights owner, CDN
provider, hosting provider and the
relevant legal authorities to deliver an
appropriate response. 

Sometimes the broadcasters and
rights owners want to gather evidence
to support a criminal prosecution and
prove financial loss. This month a
Florida court has ordered an alleged
video piracy service and set-top
supplier SetTV to pay $90 million in
damages to Dish Network. 

Sometimes the rights-owners want to
understand which of their broadcasters
have security weaknesses to help them
improve their content security. 

Sometimes broadcasters ask us to
directly revoke access to STBs and OTT
Players being used for illegal streams
either by providing information to their
security teams, or increasingly through
direct integration to the broadcaster’s
subscriber management systems. The
duration, scale, speed and
aggressiveness of the response is
agreed between multiple parties.

Both physical and digital watermarking
technologies are constantly evolving to
stay ahead of the technical advances
made by criminals. While finding stolen
banknotes is notoriously difficult,
finding illegal streaming is much,
much easier, if you use automation to
scour the internet. By working
collaboratively with all the key
stakeholders watermarking
technologies are used to enable a
service that provides tailored counter-
measures in a way impossible for
technology alone. Collaboration is key. 
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Broadcasters unveil their plans and vision        
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While each has different plans and
requirements, efficiency and
monetization share center-stage for all.
We also asked our CTO, Stan Moote, who
curated the Future Trends Theatre at
IBC, to pick his top areas to watch based
on what he has learned. Taken together,
it makes fascinating reading and gives
us all a real-world checklist for what is
top of broadcasters’ minds now – and
what’s coming down the track in future.  

We invited some members of our
newly formed UK Industry Advisory
Board to look into their crystal balls
for what they see coming in 2019. Dave
Shield of IMG, Ian Cottrell of ITV and
Rob Cranfield of Turner kindly let us
into what they have planned - their
calendars already look rather full and
the year’s not even started yet! 



Established service providers might be vulnerable
to being leapfrogged by start-ups with a software
pedigree jumping in over the top
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What new business opportunities do
you see opening up in 2019? 
The move to IP is potentially huge across
video contribution, distribution and
playout. We expect it to bring greater
flexibility, lower costs and faster set up of
services. It will open up a lot of
opportunities for us for example in the OTT
space.

The challenge in this is for the managed
service providers – IP could give us options
to do things differently as going OTT
shouldn’t require a bespoke channel build.
Also, established service providers might
be vulnerable to being leapfrogged by
start-ups with a software pedigree
jumping in over the top. The challenge for
incumbent managed service providers is
now to show where and how they add
value.  

What technology developments do you
see as most influential for your
business and why?
The move to IP is clearly the most
influential for ITV at present. We’ve also
been looking at AI for the last 12-18
months. It can do some really useful
things but it’s possibly not just yet ‘good
enough’. For example, straightforward
speech to text tests have delivered in the
60-80% bracket, struggling more with
regional dialects. That’s not much help to
us – we’re regulated to 95% accuracy and
we typically hit 98-99% using humans, so
the question has become – how can we
use AI to augment humans? 

In scheduling for example, AI could help
us model effectively infinite numbers of
schedules, so there are possibilities there

but at the moment we’re only just starting
to explore where and how AI can help us
and with this there is the challenge of
realizing real ROI; AI is not yet showing it
can add real value for us – it certainly has
potential over time, but the challenge is
monetizing it, or creating real commercial
value. 

Beyond technology, what significant
changes will you be making?
We have been undertaking a strategic
refresh over the last few months to help us
highlight the opportunities for ITV and also
the challenges we will need to address.
This is very much a refresh not a reboot as
ITV is a strong business, no longer solely
reliant on UK advertising. However, the
market is clearly changing and to reflect
this we have developed a clear vision and
initiatives to drive growth to ensure ITV
remains a structurally sound business. 

We have developed our new vision ‘More
than TV’ to build upon ITV’s unique and
winning combination of creativity and
commercial strength. ITV will be more
than TV – it will be a structurally sound,
integrated producer broadcaster where
our ambition is to maintain total viewing
and increase total advertising revenue; it
will be a growing and profitable content
business, which drives returns; and it will
create value by developing and nurturing
strong direct consumer relationships,
where people want to spend money on a
range of content and experiences with a
really trusted brand. We will continue to be
a cash generative and growing business
delivering value for our shareholders. 

In the future, we’ll focus on three key
areas – Strengthening the integrated
producer broadcaster (IPB); Growing UK
and Global production, and creating a
scaled Direct to Consumer business. We
said we will deliver this strategy by
building greater capability in data,
analytics and technology as well as
developing the great creative and
commercial talent ITV already has.

Ian Cottrell
Director of Broadcast Distribution

and Services, ITV 

Roger Thornton
IABM

            for 2019



What new business opportunities do you see
opening up in 2019? 
We are beginning to do some production work for
the ‘Streamers’: 

n Amazon is beginning to dip its toe into the water
for live sports in the UK and we have done 
studio production of Queen’s Club tennis and 
the US Open tennis this year. We expect there to
be more of this type of work in 2019.

n Eleven Sports are an established player in 
Europe with linear TV channels on pay 
platforms but have recently started streaming 
services in the UK to show European football 
such as La Liga and Serie A. We have been 
helping them with associated production work.

n The Ultimate Fighting Championship (‘UFC’) 
was acquired by Endeavour of which IMG is a 
division, and we have been involved in 
production for both their linear and OTT output.

n Several federations are looking at their sales 
models to determine whether they are better to 
pursue a direct-to-consumer strategy with the 
advent of OTT. The arguments for this are well 
rehearsed but from a production standpoint 
often mean there is more content to be 
produced for niche markets when not confined 
by the constraints of broadcast bandwidth.

What challenges will you face in 2019 in
reaching your goals?
Technical challenges and production costs:

n OTT opens up possibilities for UHD/HDR but 
this adds to production costs.

n Contribution bandwidth costs have reduced 
somewhat, mitigating the extra cost for UHD 
but also opening up the possibility of remote 

production. We are looking to expand our 
routing capability, which will inevitably consider 
IP routing to cater for the UHD carriage and 
increased numbers of incoming lines.

n Niche markets often mean reduced budgets 
whilst consumers’ expectations continually rise.

What technology developments do you see as
most influential for your business and why?
We see a number of inter-related developments as
being useful:

n Telco bandwidth cost reductions enable UHD 
and remote production.

n IP routing using COTS hardware allows for more
connections, enables UHD and HDR workflows 
and reduces equipment and wiring footprints.

n IP circuits enable remote production workflows.

n ‘Studio in a box’ solutions enable lower cost 
production.

n Native IP broadcast equipment will reduce 
installation costs.

n Virtualization of servers continues to drive 
economies.

Beyond technology will you be making
significant changes in business models,
customer base, company structure, payment
methods or other business-related factors?
Please explain.
I do not foresee great changes but…

n Suppliers are all moving to an Opex model i.e. 
relatively cheaper hardware with greater licence
fees. For us more Opex means less EBITDA and 
a lower valuation!

n Our parent company Endeavour is expanding by 
acquisition which entails integration and some 
changes in workflow. E.g. recent acquisition of 
NeuLion.

n Aiming to automate more of our accounts 
payable system which should mean faster 
payments for suppliers.

Suppliers are all moving to an Opex model i.e. relatively 
cheaper hardware with greater licence fees. For us more 
Opex means less EBITDA and a lower valuation!
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David Shield
SVP, IMG Studios
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What new business opportunities
do you see opening up in 2019? 
As a result of the merger earlier
this year between AT&T and Time
Warner, Turner is now part of
WarnerMedia which recently
announced a direct-to-consumer
service in late 2019. 

What technology developments
do you see as most influential for
your business and why?
At Turner, we are all about content
delivery, as we bring fans of our
kids, GE and news brands such as
Cartoon Network, Boomerang, TNT
and CNN hundreds of hours of
content every day for the 70
channels in 20 languages we
operate across 125 countries
around the EMEA region. 

Everything we do as Turner needs to
have a business benefit with a
definite ROI attached to it.  There
are lots of things we could do with
AI, for example, but the costs can
spiral very quickly – the question is
which ones to go for. Therefore, we
are currently exploring
opportunities such as using AI to
find duplicates in our digital media
archive which has been growing
steadily for the past 15 years. From
this process we will free up storage
space and at the same time be
analyzing the content for other
attributes. We already have

metadata relating to programme
parts and black etc, but we haven’t
got information such as when a
particular character is on screen for
two minutes. This could drive
efficiencies when creating new clips
for our services for example. This is
where AI could help us make better
use of our media assets. 

We will also be running more and
more microservices – each one to
serve a specific purpose, simply
glued together. This gives us the
agility we need to be first to market
– we can’t necessarily wait for
development work to be done on big
systems because things will already
have moved on by the time it’s
completed. Point solutions are the
way forward. 

We’re also replacing our scheduling
system in EMEA. This has enabled
us to review our processes from
scratch and simplify many
processes. 

We currently have several regional
supply chains and often share the
same content. To drive efficiencies,
we plan to streamline our ingest
process and do things just once
rather than multiple times and then
share this with the different regions.
These efficiencies will then allow us
to make additional investments into
programming so that we can bring
even more great content to our fans. 

Beyond technology, what
significant changes will you be
making?
The big one is for Turner to become
location-agnostic – we will not be
adding any new on-premises
solutions at this time, but will be
utilizing the public cloud – and
private cloud where it makes

commercial sense. Much of the
technology which underpins our
supply chain today is software and
commodity hardware. As a company
we understand our staff want a
flexible working approach.
Therefore, by creating systems for
our staff to use remotely means
they can also have this flexibility as
to where they work.

Where possible we use off the shelf
technology and only go the custom
route for the bits that are unique for
our business. We’d rather partner
with other organizations to use
common products where we can. 

As part of our strategy to become
location agnostic we will also be
rolling out remote editing for
promotions and compliance. This
will replace a number of point
solutions we currently have in place
around Europe; rolling it out on a
central system will improve
efficiency, enable more sharing of
ideas and deliver ROI. 

Turner EMEA is moving its London
office and main European hub into
new premises in 2019. The move
will also include London-based staff
of HBO Europe and WarnerMedia.
The new building is being designed
from scratch according to our
requirements and will promote even
greater collaboration across our
teams. This will further equip us to
deliver on new solutions that
continue to ensure that the way we
provide our content to our fans
stays in step with their evolving
consumption habits. 

In summary, 2019 looks like quite a
busy year before we’ve even got to
it!

Rob Cranfield
Director, Media Supply
Chain, Turner EMEA
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Broadcasting used to be a known
quantity – it delivered all your
entertainment, news and
information. But thanks to
Networking Everywhere, we now
have multi-platform delivery. Also
because of Networking Everywhere,
we ended up with social media, and
social media has become
entertainment – which is what is
taking us away from the norm of
entertainment via TV. We also get
news and weather – again,
traditional broadcast staples – via
social media today; I will leave the
discussion about fake news to you
though! What social media doesn’t
do is documentaries, reality and
game shows – but we are
nevertheless talking about them on
social media! 

So my first technology trend is Social
Media. In the US, adults watch an
average of around five hours of video
a day (content that is 20 minutes or
more in length), and spend one hour
and fifteen minutes a day on social
media. Social media affects TV
ratings – 85% of Twitter users who
are active during prime-time say they
are tweeting about TV content they
are watching; tweets cause ratings,
which helps drive more tweets. So
you can use social media to increase
viewership, and by understanding
viewer interactions with TV programs
and social media, you have even
more ways to use this data. 

People most definitely want local
news and also world news with a
local point of view; this includes local
sports, events and weather too. The
broadcasters who are doing well are
focusing on making local content
available – this is keeping their
brands and ratings strong.

The second technology trend is
Advanced Analytics, which has only
just started to be used in the
broadcast business. Using Artificial
Intelligence (AI), Advanced Analytics

Encouraging Your Customers to Tap
technology trends to secure their Future 

Smart business leaders
regularly take time away
from day-to-day business
imperatives to look ahead
and see what’s coming
down the track. That way,
they are part of the next
wave rather than victims
of it. I’ve engaged with
many smart leaders and
IABM members over the
last few months and also
taken some time myself
to gaze into the future,
taking into account solid,
hard data from IABM’s
Strategic Industry
Analysis report released
at IBC2018. 

What follows is the result
– my future-proofing
technology trends
checklist, and while not
all of the items will
necessarily apply directly
to every one of your
customers, it’s worth the
time to encourage them
to evaluate the potential
impact in each of the
areas I cover. Now let’s at
these trends from the
end-user point of view.

Multi-Platform Content Delivery
4K/UHD Production/Delivery

IP infrastructure
Media Asset Management

File-Based Workflows
Social Media Broadcasting

News Operations
Remote Production

Upgrading Operations to HDTV
Cloud Computing

Cyber Security
Big Data Analytics & AI

Back Office Systems
Programmatic Advertising

VR production/Delivery
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Stan Moote
CTO, IABM 
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Enabled by the move to IP, my next trend is
Virtualization, which replaces dedicated
hardware functions with software running on
COTS technology. Virtualization has a number of
benefits; as well as eliminating custom
hardware, it enables new services to be added
quickly – and non-profitable ones to be turned
off quickly too – and delivers agility to meet
rapidly changing viewer demands. And, of
course, it works with the cloud too, the adoption
of which is reaching an advanced stage in
broadcast and media. 

Most organizations are opting for a private or
hybrid cloud approach, with on-demand usage
providing great flexibility and potential cost
savings while delivering a much faster time to
market for new services. 

UHD may not have taken off as a mainstream
OTA service as some predicted, but it has
become the preferred acquisition format for
future-proofing reasons (and also to serve the
requirements of OTT operators). But UHD is not
about more pixels – it’s about better pixels,
enabled by HDR. There’s great interest in HDR
because consumers can see the difference, and
even if you are not planning on going down the
UHD road any time soon, many others are

In the US, adults watch an average
of around five hours of video a day 
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Factors affecting purchasing besides technical specifications (Source IABM)

has the power to look into extremely large
data sets to reveal patterns, trends and
associations. The insights gained can inform
advertising decisions and uncover viewer
trends, likes and dislikes way beyond the
power of the traditional focus group. 63% of
companies with well-established analytics
strategies reported 15% or more
improvement in operating margins in 2016.
Today there is enough data that can be easily
mined to improve the odds of programming
bets and viewer preferences.

AI itself is my next trend – also at an early
stage of adoption, but with an increasing
number of broadcast and media companies
planning to deploy it over the next few years.
Potential applications for AI range across the
content chain from acquisition and editing to
content management and distribution. What
areas of your operation are laboriously
manual or couldn’t use an efficiency boost?
AI is one of the keys to unlock this and free
up your staff to do more profitable ventures
which lines up directly with purchasing
decisions to “Make us more efficient”.

Software-Defined Networking is the next
trend to watch out for. Dynamic,
manageable, cost-effective and adaptable,
SDN is ideal for the high-bandwidth,
dynamic nature of today’s applications. The
premise behind SDN is that signals no
longer need to line up with workflows; this
will deliver a major shift in how facilities and
upgrades will be designed, built and
maintained. 

IP is already on most people’s radar. With
SMPTE ST 2110 now established, adoption of
IP is already accelerating, bringing clear
benefits to facilities, most notably in agility
and efficiency. Be aware of the point where
you have amortized your investment in SDI
infrastructures and plan accordingly – or
move to a hybrid IP/SDI approach to reduce
lift-and-shift shock on your CAPEX books.
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looking at the benefits of HDR used with just an HD
signal. That’s why HDR will be part of your future – and
maybe sooner than you thought.

5G is coming, with predicted subscriptions rising from
zero today to over 500 million in 2022. 10 times faster
than 4G with a 90% reduction in network energy usage,
5G opens up a whole new world from smart cities and
self-driving cars to IoT, and might even take the place of
the wired internet entirely in countries that have yet to
develop widespread broadband infrastructure. 

VR may yet be in its infancy and struggling for
monetization models, but it is finding deployments in
our industry – for the present, mostly in sports, with 5G
making mobile distribution possible in the coming years
– and who knows where it will go with social media
then!

Blockchain will certainly change the dynamics of how
programming gets paid for. Investment so far has been
focused on advertising, but other potential use cases
include conditional access, rights management and
content monetization. It may take a while to really get a
hold, but it is coming, so don’t ignore it.

And finally, as with every aspect of your business,
Cyber-security is a must-have point to be examined.

Your ongoing success relies on you helping your
customers to examine and reinvent everything they do –
continuously. That way, you along with your clients will
be part of the future – not a footnote in history. I urge
you to pass around the above trends as a check-list and
include a bias with your company’s directional roadmap.
Also, be sure to sit down with your customers and
clients and look at IABM’s IBC2018 Broadcast & Media
Strategic Analysis interactive report together. This will
be sure to strengthen your partnering relationships.
www.theiabm.org/ibcreport.

85% of Twitter users who are active during prime-time say
they are tweeting about TV content they are watching
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Turning information into valuable data: 
how GrayMeta is tapping the power of AI and ML to transform
the content supply chain

GrayMeta provides vital data using artificial
intelligence to increase efficiencies
throughout business processes

Matt Eaton
General Manager, 
EMEA, GrayMeta

We spoke to Matt Eaton, General Manager, EMEA at
GrayMeta about the company’s dynamic launch into the
broadcast and media industry and how its AI-powered
technology is helping its customers turn information into
valuable data to help drive their businesses forward. 

Tell us a little about the history of GrayMeta –
when it was formed and why?
GrayMeta™ was formed in 2015. Our team is
comprised of highly accomplished engineers and
entrepreneurs formerly with Oracle, Sony, ADP,
Deluxe Media, Intuit and NCR – which have developed
a SaaS (software as a Service) product offering
generating recurring revenue from Fortune 500
customers. The solutions dramatically improve
efficiencies by automating the creation of metadata
with an innovative approach to extracting rich
metadata from digital assets across an enterprise
using machine learning and artificial intelligence.

I’m guessing the name GrayMeta has a story
behind it?
Similar to how gray matter processes and provides
information to the human body – GrayMeta provides
vital data using artificial intelligence to increase
efficiencies throughout business processes.

Please give us a brief summary of GrayMeta’s
business philosophy and mission today. What
drives you? 
GrayMeta takes an innovative approach to create
efficiencies within organizations by automating
metadata creation. Leveraging machine learning and
artificial intelligence, the GrayMeta Platform offers
the freedom to extract, store, update and add
intelligence to metadata to expand search-ability
across more applications, turning information into
valuable data. 

Give us a run-down of the solutions you offer –
what problems do they solve for your customers?
GrayMeta has two main products:
1. GrayMeta Platform and Curio
GrayMeta Platform is a powerful framework to help
customers tackle big data and metadata problems to
save time and money. By extracting and creating
metadata using machine learning and artificial
intelligence, the platform delivers the data which
powers our web UI, Curio. The GrayMeta Platform and
Curio help solve the following customer challenges:

Find & use their Assets: By extracting and 
creating metadata using best of breed machine 
learning and artificial intelligence, the GrayMeta 
Platform delivers insights and finds key moments
in their content.
Unify their platforms and services: GrayMeta’s 
open APIs make it easy for clients to integrate 
content metadata with other systems, such as 
MAM and editing platforms, across our 
customer’s enterprise. 
Drive monetization of assets through existing 
and new channels: Using content insights to find 
the right moments at the right time enables our 
clients to drive clipsales, improve 
recommendations, and provide contextual 
advertising to generate new revenue streams.
Evolve to a cloud model:Many of our customers 
are starting their journey to the cloud and the 
GrayMeta Platform helps them evolve by allowing
them to connect, index, and search across both 
on-premise and cloud-based storage.
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2. GrayMeta Iris™ 
Iris is a studio-grade media player and quality control
solution. The Iris solution enables media professionals
to quickly and accurately manage production lifecycle
from asset acquisition, post-production on through to
approval and distribution. It solves the problem of
providing a human operator with a rich set of tools that
allows them to reliably review an asset’s visual and
audio technical issues.

Your Curio products tap into the power of Machine
Learning to generate metadata to make huge
libraries of content easily searchable. Can we
expect to see the full potential of Artificial
Intelligence deployed in this area, and if so, what
could the extra benefits be - or has ML already
taken us as far as we can go?

We have seen huge leaps forward in terms of machine
learning, a branch of AI, in the past 12 months and we
expect this to accelerate in the future. For example,
transcription services for regional UK English have
improved significantly this year. We expect this trend to
continue across visual analysis as well as audio
machine learning services. 

As customers become more familiar with Machine
Learning services, they want to create their own models
to extract metadata that is relevant to their content.
GrayMeta’s new AI Studio tool allows customers to
create their own custom face recognition and logo
models.

Customers are increasingly looking to integrate
machine learning into their overall content workflows.
We make it easy to distribute and surface this metadata
within MAM systems, editing, and workflow solutions.
Content creators can streamline workflows in Adobe
Premiere Pro CC with our new extension that delivers
content insights via metadata created by artificial
intelligence. It introduces a new level of efficiency to
media workflows and allows content creators and
editors to quickly find specific content within their digital
assets and drop and drag editable, trimmed clips into
the Adobe Premiere Pro CC sequence.

Finally, content owners are using Machine Learning
metadata in increasingly sophisticated ways to generate
new revenue and automate their workflows. This often
involves combining different ML data sets to generate

insights – for instance, using speech to text, visual
analysis, and OCR as part of a compliance use case. 

Why do your customers choose you over your
competitors – what’s your secret sauce?

Our customers choose GrayMeta because we start with
their core problem – metadata – rather than focusing on
the technology. We take a pragmatic approach to solving
our customers metadata challenges, they benefit from
our experience of an emerging machine learning
landscape, and we have proven how we can deliver
innovative solutions, for example, with the Sky News’
Royal Wedding coverage. We are also aware of the wider
system environment and end to end workflows of our
customers, allowing other systems to integrate easily
with the GrayMeta Platform to support their benefit
cases.

We are passionate about metadata and excited about the
opportunity that Machine Learning offers to transform
the Content Supply Chain. GrayMeta has team members
from diverse backgrounds, with most of them coming
from media and entertainment or fintech companies.
With this unique combination of expertise, we have built
a solution that is incredibly user-friendly and solves
media workflow challenges that our team experienced
firsthand. 

Give us a few brief examples of work you’ve done
for your customers and the problems GrayMeta
solved for them. 

Royal Wedding Who’s Who App – Sky News collaborated
with AWS, UI Centric and GrayMeta to develop the
“Royal Wedding: Who’s Who” app to follow real-time
updates of wedding guests as they entered St. George’s
Chapel. The innovative application leveraged machine
learning to enrich live video content to provide users
with up-to-date insights as the event was happening.
Utilizing the latest machine learning technologies to
create insightful metadata of identified guests as they
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arrived at the events, the GrayMeta Platform used
Amazon Rekognition video and image analysis services
for real-time identification of Royal Wedding guests and
tagged them with related biographical information. 

Videofashion – Videofashion leverages the GrayMeta
Platform to enable their audience to search and license
their content, especially previously unseen footage.
Using best-of-breed artificial intelligence and machine
learning services, the platform automatically creates
temporal metadata and extracts technical metadata.
Customers, worldwide, can now quickly search by year,
designer, city, trends, show, clothing, celebrities,
models and quotes. This ability to quickly locate specific
assets within the most extensive, private-owned fashion
library in the world allows Videofashion to monetize
content faster than ever. 

Other customers utilize the GrayMeta Platform to
automate processes and to drive new streams of
revenue. Recent projects have involved using Machine
Learning to streamline compliance processes and
enable contextual advertising data solutions. In these
projects, the GrayMeta Platform has been used to
integrate with MAM systems, editing platforms, and
even in-house sales systems in order to deliver a
compelling business case.

Collaboration is today a major driver for solutions
in broadcast and media – not just between vendors
and end-users, but also between different but
complementary vendors. Your strategic alliance
with BeBop Technology – which also became an
IABM member this year – looks like a great
example of this. Tell us what your objectives are. 

GrayMeta has a global network of strategic and partner
alliances who ‘infuse’ GrayMeta into their solution so
that their local clients can improve the lifetime value of
their digital assets. These partnerships range from MAM
vendors, Editing vendors, Cloud Service and Technology
Providers, to System Integrators, reseller and referral
partners, Managed Service Providers, Independent
Software Vendors and partnerships with best-of-breed
cognitive, AI and machine learning services providers. 

BeBop Technology is a GrayMeta ISV partner delivering
the most robust and secure platform for moving media
& entertainment workflows to the cloud, to host
GrayMeta on the BeBop platform and develop a suite of
new solutions for content owners. We are combining the
GrayMeta Platform’s artificial intelligence, machine
learning, and automatic metadata creation capabilities
with BeBop’s powerful and highly secure cloud platform

to create a complete workflow solution for compliance
and quality control (QC) operations. Content editors will
be able to quickly locate where changes need to be
made within their content and enable sign clearance
and copyright protection for motion pictures, broadcast,
TV, and digital content. Rather than having to sift
through large amounts of footage or match a timecode
from an Excel sheet to the on-screen non-linear editing
system (NLE), they will be able to see all signs, brands
and logos within a new Adobe Premiere Pro module – all
natively within the BeBop platform.

Another example of where GrayMeta has recently
announced a collaboration with a complementary
vendor is Dell / EMC. GrayMeta connects to and unifies
Dell Isilon on-premise and Elastic Cloud Storage
environments, extracting technical metadata and
running machine learning services against any video,
audio and document file type. GrayMeta’s partnership
with Dell enables Adobe Premiere Pro editors and
content creators using Dell Precision workstations to
simply drag-and-drop clips of editable, trimmed content
directly into the Adobe Premiere sequence. This means
editors can search for key moments within their
connected content libraries using AI-generated insights
from GrayMeta, such as people, logos, adult content,
audio, or spoken phrases.

You recently joined IABM. What are the most
valuable member benefits to GrayMeta and how are
they helping you grow and develop your business?

Joining IABM gives us the ability to connect and partner
with suppliers, dealers and events. It also gives
GrayMeta the opportunity to participate in various white
papers and publications, as well as contribute to
discussions about new updates and changes within the
industry. Becoming a member of IABM is extremely
valuable to GrayMeta as we continue to expand in the
EMEA region. 
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x-dream-distribution – 
making dreams come true 

We are not ‘just’ a reseller; we know the
companies we represent by heart

Jutta Schönhaar
CEO,
x-dream-distribution 

Making dreams come true
We spoke to CEO, Jutta Schönhaar, about Munich-
headquartered x-dream-distribution’s operations
and recipe for success. 

Tell us a little about the history of x-dream-
distribution – when it was formed and why?
We are a group of companies. x-dream-distribution
was founded by me and our managing director, Stefan
Pfütze, in 2015 following our founding of x-dream-
media in 2013. When we started x-dream-media, we
were involved in many software integration and
custom software development projects. Then we
started developing our own products and reselling
carefully selected products that we came across
within our integration projects – and so x-dream-
distribution was born. So today, we offer a wide range
of products as well as pre-integrated solutions for
broadcasting and publishing companies. 

Is there a story behind your company’s name?
Not a real specific story. It´s more… we make your
dreams come true, whatever ‘extreme dream’ you
have!

Please give us a brief summary of x-dream-
distribution’s business philosophy and mission
today. It seems from your website that you’re
much more than just a product aggregator.
What makes us special is that we are very honest with
all the parties we work with. We are focused on the
best solution – the one that’s right for the customer –
not just the one that makes us the most money. We
work on long-term relationships with our customers
in the same way as with our vendor partners; we grow
as they grow – their success is our success. We
continuously work to understand the needs of our
customers and learn from them. And at the same
time, we help our vendor partners to develop their
products and companies based on our experience
from the market. 

Give us a brief run-down of the product lines and
solutions you offer, how you do business and
what makes you different – what problems do you
solve for your customers?
We offer products and solutions as well as software
integration and custom development.

Our product range includes:

File-based Ingest
Social Media Ingest
File and Live Transcoding
Production Asset Management
Editing Storage Management
Media Asset Management
Workflow Management
Newsroom System 
Video Journalist App 
Content Rights Management System
Live Playout Rundown Scheduling
Player Application and Service
VOD Campaign Management System 
CMS incl. CRM, payment gateway and Player Apps
CDN incl. timeshift, start-over, catch-up, ad 
insertion, DRM
Resource Scheduling 

Our range of end-to-end solutions covers:

Master Ingest
Post-production
News production and publishing
Content aggregation and publishing
Content presentation and delivery
Content sales
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What’s the relationship between the two parts of
your business – how do they work together?  
The idea behind x-dream-media came from helping our
customers with difficult software integration projects.
We stepped in when everybody else had given up or
didn’t know how to fix them. This is what we still do in
the x-dream-media business, as well as our own
product development, OEM product development and
being a service provider for certain vendor partners. In
combination with x-dream-distribution, we can not only
offer great products, we can also integrate them with
each other, based on our knowledge of software
integration, or integrate our well-selected products into
our customers’ existing environments.

You place sustainability and social responsibility
high on your list of key attributes. How do you
square these ideals with running a successful day-
to-day business where price often seems to be the
principal consideration?

Sustainability is key to long-term success – and many
would say, survival too. We consciously minimize our

environmental impact across every facet of our business
– whether that’s running a paperless office, drinking
from reusable bottles, taking the train rather than the
plane, or re-using as much of our trade show stands as
possible – we keep waste to an absolute minimum.

Social responsibility to us means being fair to all parties
involved in a project or business situation. Just as we
are very happy if someone refers us, we are happy to
return the compliment. The most important thing is that
the customer gets what they really need – sometimes
this may not be as cheap as they would like, but they
know they can trust us to have their interests front and
center. 

Why do your customers choose you over your
competitors – what’s your secret sauce? 

The most important factors here are a mutual, trustful
relationship and a great experience with us in previous
projects. We are not ‘just’ a reseller; we know the
companies we represent by heart. We are in continuous
conversations with the teams from all departments and
at all levels.
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One of our most important selling points is outstanding
support during pre-sales testing as well as in after-
sales operations. We are approachable for our
customers and sales partners even when the project is
very small. We help them throughout the complete
project cycle, have patience when budget approval drags
out and never give up. And most of the time it’s the
small things that count - for instance, quick
implementation of a feature request (even in the pre-
sales phase). Or adding a new codec to a transcoder
overnight or giving the customer a contact person who
can help them out in a critical situation.

Give us a few brief examples of work you’ve done
for your customers and the problems you’ve solved
for them. 

Built a VoD platform to sell the customer’s content 
all over Europe 
Streamlined workflows and reduced manual 
interactions in file handling that allowed to speed up 
the whole process 

Created a content exchange platform to share 
content within the customer’s own company as well 
as with 3rd parties 
Made content searchable by adding rIch metadata
Built a ‘Channel in the Cloud’ (Pop-up Channels for 
special events) that can handle up to UHD content 
Control downloads from social media to be up-to-
date with all current trends  
Helping with delivery to the big VoD portals out there 

Collaboration between vendors and technology
buyers to deliver on-point solutions is today a
major driver in broadcast and media – most
vendors have had to move away from being just part
of a ‘product supermarket’. Has this had an impact
on the way you do business over recent years – and
if so, what’s changed?

As we are still a young company, we didn’t carry that old
ballast with us. We try to be very flexible. If a customer
just needs an engine or a simple product, we do offer
this as well as more complex solutions for seatrain
problems. Today we are able to offer a nearly complete
portfolio from ingest to playout - everything that is
required to move video through the customer’s
workflow.

You recently joined IABM. What are the most
valuable member benefits to x-dream-distribution
and how are they helping you grow and develop
your business? 

We joined IABM because of the benefits in the network,
the options of discounts for tradeshows as well as using
the IABM lounges during events. We are very happy with
all the opportunities IABM offers to members regarding
marketing and PR support.

We offer a nearly complete portfolio from ingest to playout –
everything that is required to move video through the
customer’s workflow
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IABM launches BaM Shop Window™
– a new, one-stop portal for technology buyers

Everything you need 
Every product/service listing includes not only
product name  and area of application, but also
gives vendors the opportunity  to provide 
specifications, technical  details, diagrams 
and images, as  well 
as a link back to the 
vendor’s  website for 
more in-depth 
information. 

Visit the BaM Shop Window™ now at:
www.theiabm.org/iabm-bam-content-chain-
homepage/

The BaM Shop Window™ aims to bring all of the products and services
available across the industry together into a single portal to enable all
solutions and  alternatives to be quickly discovered by technology buyers.

1000s of products and services 
The BaM Shop Window™ is built on IABM’s
BaM Content Chain   model – describing the
industry in the same way that broadcast and
media companies themselves think. It maps
all the activities that make up the content
supply chain – how a piece of content gets
from creator to consumer. 

Easy to use 
The BaM Shop Window™ is uniquely buyer-
friendly, enabling relevant products and 
services to be quickly found and  compared.
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Give us a brief overview of what inspired you to set
up your own company – where do you see the
opportunity in the market, and why?

Datazoom exists at the intersection of Video Data
Control (with raw data capture and ETL capabilities) and
Real-time Automation. Our platform captures event,
metadata, and heartbeat (a.k.a. FluxData) data
generated during playback experiences. Data Pipes is
the data capture and routing component of Datazoom,
acting as an intelligent intermediary between data
generating ‘Collectors’ (like video players and CDNs)
and pre-integrated, data-powered, ‘Connectors’ (like
general analytics, QoE platforms, ad servers, and
CDNs). 

Embracing an ‘any-to-any’ mentality, Datazoom
provides video content distributors with a flexible, two-
way, data-share-and-control mechanism which
captures, transforms,  and correlates data captured
from the video player into a contextualized dataset
which is universally accepted by any Connector, thereby
allowing video distributors to consolidate what was once
excessive player integration code into a single line,
promote a self-healing network between themselves
and 3rd party vendors, and implement a scalable
infrastructure for video system automation. 

What are the most rewarding aspects of launching a
new company?

What I’m most proud of is the team we’ve built at
Datazoom. All of us all are veterans in the streaming
media space, and what’s bonded us together is the
belief in, and recognition of, the value and impact that

our platform poses to bring to our industry. Big ideas
like ours require testing boundaries and obtaining
support from early adopters to sustain our long-term
vision. We’ve approached and thought about how to
solve big problems very differently at Datazoom. What
has been the most rewarding part of this journey so far
is the confirmation and support we’re getting from
customers and partners – some of the world’s most
recognizable brands and most respected technology
organizations among them – for our approach. 

What challenges did you face in getting started? 

One of the biggest challenges has been the simple fact
that we’ve created a new category for ourselves, which
means that there’s not really a ‘playbook’ we can follow
inspired by someone who has already done this before.
And this can be challenging when it comes to
assembling the team, securing financing, and even
talking to customers about what we do. The human
mind approaches understanding new things often by
trying to establish associations and placing things into
categories. And when you’re building something
completely new, not only do you have to figure out how
you want to describe and explain your vision, but you
must also ensure that you’re not being confused with
related products. I can’t tell you how many times I’ve
explained that “We’re not an analytics platform”, to an
investor, customer, or potential hiree. But thanks to
exercises like Category Design which was part of the
foundation of BRIIA, an accelerator Datazoom graduated
from, when you are able to successfully describe and
name your new category, then it can be a very powerful
tool for hiring, financing, and selling. 

Becoming a big fish in a small pond

Lots of our engagement has come from networking –
we’ve got a team with longstanding experience and
lots of connections in the space

Diane Strutner
CEO & Cofounder, 
Datazoom

We asked Diane Strutner, CEO & Cofounder of Start-Up member,
Datazoom, to give us an insight into how this exciting young
company has cut through to work with some of the world’s most
recognizable brands and technology organisations.
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With over 1500 vendors jostling for attention at
major shows and in the press, how have you set
about getting noticed by potential customers?

We’ve taken a ‘grassroots’ approach to capturing
attention from those we want to work with. Lots of our
engagement has come from networking - we’ve got a
team with longstanding experience and lots of
connections in the space. Chances are that we’re only
one or two degrees of separation from our target
audience. And beyond that, we’re trying to use our
efforts to create value by producing articles and white
papers that are educational for customers and partners
alike, and independent of whether they’re using
Datazoom or not. This space tends to move in herds, so
our best use of time and resources is in establishing
value-added relationships and we’re trying to do that
both online and offline. We’re aiming to be a big fish in
the small pond of video data and video stack
development.

Based on your experience, what key pieces of
advice would you give to someone considering
starting their own company in the media technology
business?

I like to advise entrepreneurs, whether young or young
at heart, to have a ‘T-shaped’ education of the industry
in which they’d like to create a business. You need to
understand how the industry works on an end-to-end
basis. But I believe most valuable companies are
created by someone with a key insight, which also
required very in-depth knowledge and experience in a
very specific area within that space. The breadth of
knowledge of the space and a deep understanding in a
particular area are what create this ‘T-shape.’ 

Beyond this, it’s absolutely essential to have a broad
personal network and be able to sell. You will need to
sell your idea to your co-founders and early employees,
to investors, and ultimately to your first customers.
Sales skills are imperative. And having a network of pre-
established relationships means that you can make
more progress faster. A big part of an executive’s job is
networking and building relationships, so honing soft-
skills is very important.

You have taken advantage of IABM’s Start-Up
membership package. Which are the most useful
services to you, and how have they helped you?

As a small start-up building capital-intensive
technology, we need to seek out as much bang-for-our-
buck wherever we can. IABM is a great marketing
resource, particularly with regard to how our
membership lets us maximize our tradeshow presence.
In situations where we don’t necessarily need or want a
booth, we’re able to leverage IABM’s meeting spaces for
appointments, to give demos, and make a splash. 

I like to advise entrepreneurs, whether young or
young at heart, to have a ‘T-shaped’ education of the
industry in which they’d like to create a business
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Luma Touch puts professional editing on the
road: edit anywhere, any time

Luma Touch takes editing seriously, and while creating
LumaFusion, we’ve been listening to the journalist
community and making features that make it possible
to edit and deliver a story from the field

Terri Morgan
co-founder, Luma Touch

We spoke to Terri Morgan, co-founder of
Luma Touch, about what is driving this
dynamic young company’s success and where
it’s going next.

Today Luma Touch is a small but mighty team of six,
with talents ranging from engineering, design, to
professional video editing. We’re all dedicated to the
development and support of creating exceptional
creative media software for iOS.

Luma Touch is currently co-headquartered in Salt
Lake City, Utah and Seattle, Washington.

Is there a story behind your company’s name?
The name Luma Touch came to us because it
embodied the experience we were creating for
content creators. There’s also a simplicity to the
name that we felt was also reflected in the
experiences we were creating.

But to break it down a bit further, Luma, comes from
the word luminance, which describes the intensity of
light of a color, and is an important component in
video. Since we’re focused on the touch interface of
iPhones and iPads ‘Touch’ was an obvious choice.

The name resonated so well that it eventually found
its way into our products, LumaFX and LumaFusion.
LumaFX’s explains the app’s ability to add special
effects to clips. LumaFusion’s name is derived from
the idea of fusing layers of video, audio, and effects
together to create a story. 

Tell us a little about the history of Luma Touch – when it
was formed, why and by whom. Please also explain
the connection with Pinnacle in your early days.  

Luma Touch was founded in 2012 by Chris Demiris and
Terri Morgan.

Terri comes from the video editing side. She started editing
in Seattle in 1988 for a local post production facility, Alpha
Cine. After 7 years at Alpha Cine, she began focusing on a
combination of testing, product management and design
for some of the most innovative companies in non-linear
editing at the time, such as Lightworks, Fast Multi-Media,
Pinnacle Systems and finally Avid. It was her tenure at
Avid, where she was a Principal Designer and Product
Manager for Avid Studio for iPad (which eventually became
Pinnacle Studio for iPad when it was sold to Corel), where
the true roots of Luma Touch were formed; it was at Avid
where she met Chris Demiris, her co-founder and lead
engineer at Luma Touch.

Chris has deep experience creating and integrating
numerous technologies and products for 3D motion
graphics, GPU video processing, and digital-rights-
management. He had previously co-founded Hollywood FX
in Utah 1993, a 3D video motion graphics product. He sold
Hollywood FX to Pinnacle Systems in 1999. Chris
continued working with the Pinnacle Systems team until it
was eventually purchased by Avid, where he stayed to
become the lead developer for what was then Avid Studio
for iPad.

When Avid sold the consumer team to Corel in 2012,
including the iPad product, (which was re-named to
Pinnacle Studio for iOS), Chris and Terri licensed from
Corel the development and support of the product for 3
years. While it was a great product for its time, Apple had
new technologies to take advantage of, so they started to
build LumaFX and then LumaFusion under the
LumaTouch brand.
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You’re a young company. What have been the
biggest challenges – and perhaps unexpected
opportunities – in getting to where you are today?
Certainly as a young company, especially one that’s
crossing a threshold of an entirely new era of
filmmaking, you’re bound to face new challenges.
Consequently, one of the biggest challenges we face
with LumaFusion is that we are influencing perception:
perception of what storytelling should be vs what it can
be. Add to that, we’re telling content creators that they
can elevate their editing experiences – and on mobile
devices! 

With LumaFusion, we’re pushing boundaries and
changing what people can expect from their mobile
devices. Our customers are pleasantly surprised when
they see everything LumaFusion can do. And when
professional editors – perhaps our toughest audience –
sit down in front of LumaFusion and start to edit, they
see the power, liberation from their desktop, and joy
they can get from mobile editing. Once they use
LumaFusion, they become evangelists for the App and
because of that we have a growing community of editors
who make tutorials, reviews and other content not only
using the App, but also in support of the App. And that,
which started for us as a challenge, has become our
biggest opportunity.

Can LumaFX be integrated with LumaFusion or are
they aimed at different types of users?
LumaFX is the effects engine for LumaFusion. If you
double tap on any clip in the LumaFusion timeline, you’ll
see the familiar LumaFX interface.

Would a news editor brought up on, say, one of the
established desktop, distributed editing systems
find any limitations with, or difficulty adopting,
LumaFusion? Do you have any customer
testimonials to illuminate this?
Actually, it’s the traditional editors – those who have
worked with all of the platforms over the years – who

are the most pleasantly surprised at how fully-featured
LumaFusion is. We’ve also worked closely with the
mobile journalism community since before the app was
released, and consequently many of the features we
have today have been developed after listening to
challenges these journalists were facing. 

There are so many journalists doing amazing work on
LumaFusion. For example, journalists like Phillip
Bromwell from RTÉ News consistently create beautifully
crafted, original news segments for broadcast using
LumaFusion. There are also journalists like Bjorn
Staschen, head of NDR NextNewsLab, doing fantastic
work with LumaFusion, as well as journalists at RTV in
Rotterdam. And one of the most stunning independent
journalistic projects I’ve ever seen (in or out of the
mobile world), is the Ephemera Documentary, edited in
the field on LumaFusion by Angelo Chiacchio. With just
the gear he can carry in his small pack he invites us into
the lives of people living in the most remote
communities and environments on earth. This is an
example of a project that would be difficult or impossible
if he needed to bring a larger computer along for
editing. www.youtube.com/c/EphemeraDocumentary
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What extra benefits would news editors expect by
adding LumaFusion to their mobile news efforts?
In order for mobile to be taken seriously by stations, it’s
important that the mobile apps that journalists choose
don’t dumb down editing to the point where they’re
forced back to the desktop for anything that needs a
little finessing. Choosing tools that can’t do the job when
necessary means there always needs to be a backup
plan, and the backup plan can quickly evolve into a much
used part of the process again. And when that happens,
the journalistic process doesn’t get simplified, but
rather more complicated by adding mobile as yet
another process to deal with.

Luma Touch takes editing seriously, and while creating
LumaFusion, we’ve been listening to the journalist
community and making features that make it possible to
edit and deliver a story from the field. Full stop. Here’s
some examples.

LumaFusion allows journalists to separate their 
stereo audio channels onto two mono channels so 
they can edit the sound for each channel 
independently while still maintaining a centered mix.
And because it’s important to have brand consistency
across segments edited by different journalists, 
LumaFusion has the ability to create custom titles, 
import fonts, import station graphics as part of the 
title, and share title presets with colleagues to allow 
for consistent branding. LumaFusion even allows a 
zip file containing all of these elements to be 
imported and shared between journalists so the 
whole pool of journalists can create identically 
branded segments from the field. 
LumaFusion allows recording of voice overs, but also 
has a track mixer, audio levels per clip, and the 
ability to quickly edit the voice over track with simple-
to-use gestures. 
LumaFusion integrates with Western Digital My 
Passport Wireless Drives, and GNARBOX drives so 
not only can media be dragged straight from the 
drives (which show up in the LumaFusion Library) to 
the LumaFusion timeline, but also projects and 
finished segments can be backed up off of the mobile
device, for safety and for space management. All 
without an internet connection. This also means that 
if there are two journalists in the field and one is 
shooting with a traditional camera, the SD card from 
the traditional shooter can be ingested into the WD or
GNARBOX drive without disrupting the mobile 

journalist who is either busy shooting or editing – and
the media becomes available instantly to the mobile 
journalist for editing.
LumaFusion handles 4K media even easier than a 
desktop editor and all titles, color correction and 
effects are real-time. So journalists will find editing 
to be smooth and uncomplicated by delays or long 
render times.

What’s next for Luma Touch?
We are currently working on LumaFusion 1.8. In it will
feature our Pro I/O pack which will include external
monitor support, batch export, and .xml project export,
and host of new editing features. XML in particular has
been a feature that has been requested by customers
frequently. It will allow them to export XML files to FCPX
if they want to finish a project on the desktop. We are
currently testing XML internally and polishing the
feature to make sure it’s the best it can be before
launching.

You recently joined IABM. What are the most
valuable member benefits to Luma Touch and how
do you see them helping you grow and develop your
business?
For Luma Touch, our connection to, and relationships
with, the global community of filmmakers and content
creators is paramount to us. We are excited to be a part
of IABM as it represents a significant opportunity to
better connect with this community. The IABM presents
a wealth of knowledge and resources, as well as
significant opportunities to connect with new and
existing customers at the numerous events and trade
shows worldwide. As we continue to grow as a company,
and expand our efforts to support the professional
editing, filmmaking and broadcast news market with
newer, more advanced mobile editing solutions, our
partnership with the IABM will be invaluable.

IABM presents a wealth of knowledge and
resources, as well as significant opportunities to
connect with new and existing customers at the
numerous events and trade shows worldwide
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Peter Wayne Golden 
BaMTM Award 
Finalists

The BaM Awards    celebrate and recognize

achievements and new solutions. 

Judged by a truly independent panel of 

experts, they are a valuable vehicle for 

raising awareness in the industry.

All of this year’s winners are automatically 

shortlisted for the Peter Wayne Golden 

BaMTM Award. The deserving overall winner 

is announced at the IABM International Annual

Conference and Awards in December 2018. 

Following is a selection of the finalists.
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Peter Wayne Golden BaMTM Award finalists

Aperi’s V-Stack – a new kind of live production infrastructure
While media organisations are increasingly adopting a
hybrid-cloud workflow that uses a combination of
public cloud, private cloud, and on-premises storage
and compute resources, moving content has become
much more challenging. 

Files that need to be exchanged are often stored in multiple clouds
and on-premises systems. As organisations have found, sending large
media files via traditional transfer technologies or physical disk
shipments is slow and unreliable, and can expose data to
unnecessary security risks. 

IBM Aspera on Cloud is a new hosted service that overcomes the file
transfer challenges of the hybrid cloud by allowing media companies
to securely and reliably move their content across on-premises and
multicloud environments at unrivalled speed. Available for online
purchase in the IBM Marketplace, users are able to self-provision the
service and connect it to any market-leading public cloud (IBM Cloud,
AWS, Azure, and Google), private cloud platform, or on-premises
storage.  

Wherever content is stored, Aspera on Cloud offers a simple user
interface for accessing all of it. A file-system–like structure allows
users to easily move folders across data centres and cloud platforms
using drag-and-drop. They can deliver large files from on-premises or
cloud storage out to clients and partners, and invite them to upload
content directly to their storage locations. 

Regardless of network conditions, Aspera on Cloud offers unrivalled
performance for transferring large files and large collections of files
across any distance. The service fully utilises available bandwidth,
allowing transmissions to achieve substantially higher speeds than
traditional network transfer technologies. Hosted in numerous cloud
data centres across the US, Europe and Asia Pacific, Aspera’s unique
direct-to-cloud transport technology moves content from the client all
the way into the cloud storage layer, ensuring high-speed transfers
and immediate post-transfer data availability. 

The Aspera on Cloud web interface provides complete visibility and
control over the Aspera high-speed transfer environment. Available in
a variety of languages including Spanish, French, Traditional & Simple

Chinese, Japanese, and Korean, the application allows users to
manage transfer activities, storage usage, and digital packages in real
time. Membership in workspaces, user groups and shared inboxes is
controlled by a powerful access control model managed by service
administrators. New automation functionality helps organisations
quickly configure event-driven transfers, which can streamline content
delivery workflows. 

Enterprise-grade security protects valuable content as it is shared and
exchanged with collaborators located anywhere around the world. The
service authenticates users upon login, encrypts data in transit and at
rest using strong cryptography, and verifies data integrity to protect
against man-in-the middle attacks.
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CalMAN Auto Calibration for 2018 LG OLED and Super UHD
Calibration is the process of fine-tuning a display to
ensure that it closely matches an industry standard.
Manual calibration can require an hour’s work by a
trained professional. The auto calibration provided by
Portrait Displays’ CalMAN software accelerates the
process for professional calibrators, along with
enabling new users to perform professional quality
calibrations.

With CalMAN’s AutoCal (auto calibration), calibrations take less time
and are more consistent than using a purely manual approach.
CalMAN’s AutoCal brings a major improvement to the setup of the
latest generation of top-of-the-line televisions.

LG was the first manufacturer to allow CalMAN direct access to the
underlying hardware look-up tables in the television. This allows for
increased calibration flexibility and is not limited to the adjustment
ranges of the manual on screen calibration controls. LG televisions
are also the first to offer three-dimensional look-up tables (3D LUTs),
which allow correction of minute color variances. Correction with 3D
LUTs has long been the “gold standard” for video accuracy among
video industry professionals.

When you need a display to be extremely accurate, the usual solution
is to add a 3D LUT box to the video chain. A 3D LUT box corrects
minor nonlinearities that the display’s controls alone won’t correct.
Image processors with 3D LUTs cost hundreds to thousands of dollars
and are employed by home theater videophiles as well as studio
industry professionals.

With the 2018 LG OLED and Super UHD televisions, the 3D LUTs are
inside the television and available to CalMAN. This eliminates the
need for an external LUT box, while still retaining the ability to
calibrate to the highest level of accuracy.

Because all 2018 LG OLED and SUPER UHD TVs allow direct CalMAN
access to internal look-up tables (1D and 3D LUTs), the color
accuracy can be so precise that the TVs can now match the video
accuracy of professional reference monitors.
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EditShare EFS File Auditing
Hacks cost the media and entertainment industry
millions in unrecoverable asset monetization. Sony
Pictures, HBO, Netflix and more have all suffered from
stolen content. In addition to studio monetary losses,
professionals have lost their jobs and livelihood as a
result of content theft. EditShare is pioneering storage
security for M&E, meeting best practice standards with
industry-specific technology. 

While many of the current security layers focus on blocking physical,
internal and external access to critical media access, File Auditing
solutions focus on answering “Who did What to Which files, When
and where did they do it?” This capability can enable facility
managers to determine the cause of unexpected file changes.

EditShare’s XStream EFS Auditing, which started shipping September
2018, provides comprehensive auditing and reporting of file system
activity, including creation, deletion, modification, opens and reads as
well as general media space access. The functionality is designed to
deter content thieves as EFS Auditing tracks content at the storage
source, providing full accountability for digital assets (who touched
what and when), giving peace of mind for EditShare customers and
clients. 

The intuitive XStream EFS Auditing Dashboard provides administrators
a high-level view of activity as the ability to drill down to individual
users and files. Previously, any (non-M&E designed) system that
featured file auditing capabilities required highly trained technicians
to read and interpret file log data, creating bottlenecks and preventing
rapid industry wide adoption of this critical security practice. With
XStream EFS, administrators can easily analyze which users carried
out which action, to what file or directory, and when it took place.

The XStream EFS Auditing Dashboard records audit events that
satisfy the analysis criteria and displays them in bar graph format
with verbose analysis which details each event and the complete set
of associated audit event attributes. Users can also describe and find
audit events of interest via a text search bar, and/or searching a
timestamp range. The dashboard provides a summary of where the
most user activity has occurred. This equips every person in the
facility with the ability to use the dashboard to understand and
analyze log file data, making widespread industry adoption a real
possibility in the near future. 

Unlike other auditing approaches, EFS Auditing does not impact the
real-time operations or system performance. XStream EFS auditing
data integrates with third-party security applications to provide a top-
down view of facility activities. The native file auditing features are
also compatible with popular enterprise-wide SIEM systems from
Solar Winds, ManageEngine, Varonis and others.

Compliance with evolving security best practices, such as maintaining
audit logs, is expected to become table stakes for doing business in
the M&E space. Today audits against these best practices are more
common as part of the selection process for content producers and
industry service providers. 
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X-TREME Player by Hexaglobe: putting viewers in the 
director’s seat
With Fiber-To-The-Home and 4G (and soon 5G)
becoming prevalent in most countries, OTT is now
catching up with traditional broadcast in terms of
quality. Moreover, by providing a return channel, it has
now the ability to offer everything connected TV offers
like HbbTv failed to deliver – an interactive live viewing
experience to revolutionize entertainment. 

With Fiber-To-The-Home and 4G (and soon 5G) becoming prevalent in
most countries, OTT is now catching up with traditional broadcast in
terms of quality. Moreover, by providing a return channel, it has now
the ability to offer everything connected TV offers like HbbTv failed to
deliver – an interactive live viewing experience to revolutionize
entertainment.

Our latest development, X-Treme Player was designed to take full
advantage of OTT technology, not just to mimic the traditional TV
experience as other players do. Tightly integrated with Hexaglobe’s
live event suite, the player provides instant switching between
multiple camera views, dynamic DVR-based timelines, slow motion
and fast-forward features.

X-TREME Player is a result of market research combined with intense
R&D efforts. What marketing says is that people are still looking for
the same features the industry has been trying to deliver for a really
long time. In fact, we could already enjoy multi-camera broadcasting
of Formula 1 on satellite back in the nineties. Meanwhile in digital
offerings, channel and camera switching remained too slow and
audiences would miss the old days of analog TV in that respect. 

Other requests were having an index of key moments and being
able to watch them at any time during the streaming as well as the
ability to see a chosen moment in slow motion and fast-forward
mode. On the content owners side, the ability to clip a video material
from live streaming and publish it to social media as soon as possible
was also indicated as a must.

For years, these features were extremely costly to implement, but
when our R&D team said the technology was now ready and when
the first deployments were successfully made for a French
broadcaster, Equidia (the broadcast arm of France’s PMU, the largest
betting agency of the country), we were convinced we had the right
product at the right time.

Now, the possible applications are countless: designed with the goal
to put the viewer in the director’s seat, X-TREME Player allows to
decide whether and when to watch interviews, backstage and replay
materials (since the viewer may prefer to view a race first and keep
the extras for later – or, to switch between them freely as the action
unfolds), what part of the field, track, or backstage does he want to
see (as for example, the rear of a Formula 1 race might be more
interesting than the front), what player or driver to follow as well as
what actions to replay, how many times to replay them and when to
do it – which is all possible thanks to the interactive DVR timelines
updated in real time.

We already see a lot of interest in the product as the way we
consume entertainment is now changing quicker than ever. By 
giving an easy to integrate product to our customers, we help
them embrace the opportunities these changes bring.
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Limelight Realtime Streaming 
As viewers increasingly consume live online content,
one of the primary complaints with watching live sports
and other realtime events is the delay between live
events and online streams. Live online viewing is
typically delayed 30 seconds or more from the
broadcast. 

This can lead to a major spoiler alert where viewers learn about an
important play from social media before they see it online. Limelight
was honoured to receive the 2018 IABM BaM™ Award in the Publish
category at the IBC Conference in Amsterdam for its solution to this
problem. The new Limelight Realtime Streaming solution allows
broadcasters to ensure online viewers enjoy the same realtime
viewing experience as broadcast viewers.

The internet wasn’t designed for streaming live video. Unlike a
traditional live broadcast signal path where latencies can be easily
minimised, HTTP streaming formats such as MPEG-DASH and HLS
break the video into small segments or chunks that must be buffered
prior to playback, resulting in streaming delays. To provide viewers
with the best possible online viewing experiences, the industry
needed a new realtime streaming solution that is able to support live
global broadcast-quality, sub-second streaming on standard web
browsers without special plug-ins.

To address this challenge, Limelight developed an innovative solution
that provides sub-second live video streaming to viewers, wherever
they are located. Limelight Realtime Streaming utilizes the open and
scalable industry-standard WebRTC technology to deliver reliable,
broadcast-quality, realtime video streaming using the UDP data
transfer protocol. WebRTC is natively supported on all major
browsers, making it easy for viewers to enjoy realtime streaming
without the need for special plug-ins. 

Limelight Realtime Streaming provides all the tools and capabilities
broadcasters need to ensure efficient and reliable operation during
critical live events, including adaptive bitrate streaming for the highest
possible picture quality to each viewer; redundant ingest capability
with seamless failover; integrated content security including
geolocation blocking to stop unauthorized viewing; and robust
analytics to help understand viewer behaviour and improve content
monetization.

In addition to sub-second live delivery, Limelight Realtime Streaming
lets content distributors create innovative live interactive global online
experiences that were not previously possible. For example, sports
fans can receive realtime statistics about a match or their favourite
players and even vote for the player of the match, wager on who will
score the next goal, or choose which camera angle they would like to
view – right from their computer or mobile device. With this new
solution, broadcasters and content distributors now have additional
opportunities to monetize live video content by offering value-added
experiences that were not previously possible.

Limelight works closely with major broadcasters and content
distributors to understand the challenges they face with online
content delivery, and reducing online latency had become a priority
for many of them. Limelight is honoured to have received a 2018
IABM BaM™ Award for Limelight Realtime Streaming and is proud to
promote this recognition from IABM because it validates our
commitment to delivering a solution that addresses one of the most
important needs of the broadcast industry
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NEP Remote Commentary
localises content for 
Olympic Winter Games
When delivering content for Olympic Winter Games,
Discovery committed to the first fully digital Games
across Europe, offering every minute live on its digital
services across 48 markets. Discovery wanted to deliver
the best possible experience for the audience on more
screens than ever before, as well as providing unique
commentaries for every event that took place
simultaneously, in more than 20 languages. 

The scale and complexity of this project combined with the volume of
content was a technical and operational challenge. The number of
countries, regions, cultures and languages involved in the Olympics
made this project unique. As a result, Discovery partnered with NEP
for an efficient, cost effective and flexible remote commentary
solution.

As the trusted outsourced technical partner, NEP worked closely with
Discovery prior to the Olympics, discussing and co-creating new
solutions to manage and distribute content. Due to this close
collaboration and long-standing relationship, the parties were able to
make one of the most complex and team-intensive production
workflows surprisingly scalable. 

Remote Commentary, a proprietary solution of NEP was developed to
enable broadcasters to increase the value of commentary content,
reduce event costs and deliver the highest audio standard. It was
selected by Discovery to handle the content localisation with its
features to detect and fix lip sync offsets, incorrect formats or wrong
audio channel mapping. 

All audio and video feeds were sent from Korea to Europe; NEP
functioned from Olso and The Netherlands as a hub on the Discovery
built Wide Area Network (WAN). With a total of 26 locations across
Europe connected, the network was set up for both contribution and
distribution of live feeds as well as file transfers. 

Using up to 50 feeds coming from PyeongChang and 14 backup
feeds on satellite, NEP was able to source 13 simultaneous event
feeds for language altering. These contributed feeds all went to the
Discovery and Eurosport markets, meaning if commentary was not
produced in a language at the venue, Eurosport was able to add the
commentary from their European markets. 

These different feeds were then sourced into NEP, where it
automatically synced all audio feeds with the video by using NEP’s
Fingerprinting technology, as well as an automated audio mix. Overall,
NEP completed 13 simultaneous event feeds with nine different
languages per sport event feed, adding up to 117 languages of which
50 were unique.

NEP built its system to mix 50 different languages, requiring only two
operators in the dedicated Eurosport Olympics Commentary control
room. Without this system, the operation would have needed an audio
engineer per commentary feed. Once the audio was automatically
mixed and synchronised, NEP encoded the video and audio feeds to
distribute the content onto the Eurosport Player platform. The
languages included: Swedish, Norwegian, Finnish, Danish, Dutch,
German, English, Polish and Italian. 

Eurosport’s digital services were the only place fans could watch
every minute, every athlete and every sport – online, on mobile, tablet
devices or connected TV in their own language. More than 4,000
hours of coverage and 100 events were available, including 900
hours of live action, more than ever across the continent. Discovery
changed the viewing experience of sport fans, delivering the first fully
digital live and on-demand Games across all screens in 48 European
markets. With NEP’s Remote Commentary solution, Discovery had an
efficient way for sports fans across Europe to be able to watch their
favourite sports in their own language. 
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Object Matrix 
The broadcast industry has found itself in a new
landscape, where all content is desirable on all
platforms, and at all times. This means that
broadcasters are finding themselves with thousands of
hours of content that needs to be available at any given
time. Storage for content needs to be functional so that
it is capable of storing content that can be easily
ingested, logged, distributed and archived. 

Matrixstore, from Object Matrix is a Digital Content Governance and
object storage platform that protects and preserves content through
its lifespan. This enables the user to know where their data is, who
has access to it, how they have access and how it is protected.
MatrixStore integrates easily with a number of third party tools and
applications thus enables bespoke automated workflows. MatrixStore
also has Vision, the intuitive web-based interface for search, browse
and sharing of media assets. 

Many broadcasters are looking to benefit from cloud, but avoid high
egress fees that amount from storing all content in the cloud. That is
why Object Matrix has introduced hybrid workflows, enabling
customers to utilise their existing investment into on premise software
packages that link into Matrixstore as well as taking advantage of as-
a-service software packages that link into cloud storage. This creates
operational efficiencies, provides content distribution flexibility, as well
as the ability to share assets across multiple geographic regions. 

MatrixStore ensures that assets are fully searchable across the entire
hybrid platform, making them available for instant sharing, re-use,
and distribution. This makes it much easier to monetise assets within
the storage. At the same time, users get the benefit of the scalability
and data distribution provided by the cloud. 

AI has the potential to revolutionise storage. Because MatrixStore is
now AI enabled, it can support image searching, semantic tagging
and video clip searching within the storage platform. This has obvious
advantages to broadcasters as it makes finding footage in the
expanding video libraries easier and more efficient. Furthermore, the
semantic tagging enables videos to be tagged with their subject
matters without the need to employ manual loggers. 

To further combat the challenges facing broadcasters as a result of
the expanding video libraries, the latest version of MatrixStore enables
IMF workflows. When IMF assets are loaded into MatrixStore the
metadata can be both viewed and searched on items such as the CPL

files, thus enabling the user to control their IMF projects whilst also
knowing content is secure, instantly accessible and discoverable in
the entire archive.

Ultimately, these updates mean MatrixStore is able to deliver more
operational & financial benefits to users, as well as making it easier
than ever to discover and share assets within storage. 

Winning the BaM Award™ award in recognition of MatrixStore means
a great deal to the Object Matrix team which has been working hard
to keep the solution constantly updated for modern workflows. These
awards are especially valuable as they are judged by a panel of more
than 40 non-affiliated, expert judges. 
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Promethean
Promethean is an online platform for
dynamically programming interactive
video overlays. We deliver engaging,
contextual customer interactions that
drive measurable ROI. 

Powered by Promethean, any broadcaster or
brand partner can serve intelligent commerce
and engagement opportunities to viewers in real
time, so the audience can watch, click, and buy
while never leaving their screen. Imagine
watching your favourite sports team, ordering
pizza, getting live stats updates, buying your
favourite player’s jersey...and not missing a
moment of the live action.
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Sonifex
Sonifex is a UK based manufacturing company
producing technical audio equipment for radio and TV
broadcasters across the world. Started in 1969, Sonifex
is historically known for making radio ‘cart’ machines
in the 1980’s and more recently for its Redbox line of
audio and video ‘fix-it’ interfaces.

The company has progressed its technology from traditional analogue
to digital and now to IP based networked audio. Focussing on
RAVENNA AES67 and more recently Dante®, Sonifex’s new focus is to
redesign its product range to take advantage of the benefits that AoIP
brings.

One of their newest products recently won a BaM Award™ during 
the 2018 NAB Show under the ‘Support’ category. The AVN-PXH12
Rackmount AES67 Stream Mix Monitor is a world first – it can
simply and effectively simultaneously monitor and mix up to 24 x
AES67 AoIP sources in a compact 1U rack to a speaker/headphone
combination in a quick and intuitive way.

Sonifex worked with a UK TV broadcaster to produce a product 
which solved a problem that they had, and one which many more
broadcasters will face: With audio moving to the AoIP network
infrastructure allowing hundreds of audio sources to be available on
the network, how do you easily monitor them, in a product which is
simple to use and without adding complexity?

The broadcaster in question has up to a thousand audio sources on
their network, available through a large router/mixer and they wanted
a device at each position in their main Production Gallery/Control
Room which could select multiple audio sources and either mix them
down for monitoring, or select them individually. These would largely
be AES67 audio sources but they would also need to be combined
with physical audio sources available locally.

Marcus Brooke, Managing Director of Sonifex said: “It’s a great
honour for one of our new products to be recognised as being
outstanding in this industry. The rise of IP audio and video throughout
broadcast is changing the way that broadcasters operate and with the
change, new opportunities are arising to develop products in different
ways, to offer access to the myriad of audio and video channels
available. The mix monitor is a triumph of a simple user interface
making the job of monitoring much easier and is just one of many
AES67 compatible products that we’re working on.”

The main benefit of the AVN-PXH12 over traditional monitors is the
speed with which sources can be monitored. Each unit has front 

panel headphone outputs and a speaker, together with rear panel
analogue outputs. There are 12 x mini channel-strips along the front
panel, each with a translucent rotary encoder and 3 selection buttons,
allowing confidence monitoring, output mix level display, selection of
main or secondary input, channel mute, channel solo and channel
send to left, right or stereo mix of the output. With these simple
controls, a mix of any of 24 channels can be made quickly and
intuitively, ideal for live news environments where audio sources are
changing rapidly and need to be monitored instantly.

As well as monitoring any AES67 AoIP stream, SAP discovery has
been added to the unit so that AES67 Dante® streams can also be
mixed and monitored. Additionally, Ember+ is used for the control
communication allowing remote control of the product using the 
open Ember+ standard.
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Microsoft Video indexer  

At IBC2018, Video indexer won the prestigious BaMTM

award for Content Management, which was perfect
timing, as Video Indexer was announced as a generally
available product at that same time; meaning that it
reached product maturity in Microsoft and Azure
standards.

“Video indexer started two years ago as a small incubation at
Microsoft with a team of only four people”, shares Ohad Jassin,
Principal Software Engineering Manager at Microsoft Azure, and
founder of Video Indexer. “The team and I are super excited and
proud to see how far along it has come since that humble beginning
and the impact it has on our customers and on the media industry.
We are looking forward to continuing our journey and enhancing
Video Indexer with the aim of helping our partners and customers get
the most out of their data”.

Video Indexer is an artificial intelligence service in Microsoft Azure
Media Services that provides an orchestration of 27 different machine
learning models to extract deep insights easily. Many of the insights
make use of multiple channels of the video (audio, speech, visual) to
provide more advanced and accurate insights. For example, brand
extraction uses the transcript taken from the audio channel and OCR
taken from the visual channel, while emotion extraction uses both
transcript and audio cues.

This pre-integrated and customizable set of machine learning models
enables leading broadcast and media companies such as AVID,
Ooyala, Dalet, Box, Endemol Shine Group, AVROTROS and eMAM to
take advantage of the latest and greatest in artificial intelligence and
cloud computing without needing any machine learning skills in-
house or to invest in the heavy lifting of integrating to build their end
to end solution. They can simply get one coherent response over one
shared timeline of all the insights found in their content, as well as
predict in advance and control the cost of their content indexing. As a
result, companies can get the most out of the growing amount of
content that they own and stay competitive in the rapidly changing
media industry. 

This award represents the industry’s recognition of the value and
innovation that Video Indexer brings to the media industry and the
way it helps media companies stay competitive and get more out of
their data in this era of digital transformation, data explosion data, and
movement to cloud computing.  We are absolutely honored and
thrilled to have won this award!
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ZOO Digital –Cloud dubbing service powered by ZOOdubs
Localization service provider, ZOO Digital has developed
a cloud dubbing service that overcomes a number of
industry challenges – including capacity, diversity,
quality and time-to-market for dubbed TV and movie
content.

Shortlisted for a Peter Wayne Golden BaM™  Award, the dubbing service
is being recognized globally for its innovative use of cloud technology
to expand the pool of available voice talent around the world.

Innovative Cloud Technology
ZOO is adopting new ways of working, powered by cloud computing,
to boost volume, quality and turnaround. Rather than using
technically-complex generalist audio tools, ZOO has created purpose-
made, cloud-based platform that is intuitive enough to be used by the
voice actors themselves, thereby reducing costs and accelerating
production.

At NAB 2018, the IABM’s BaM™ Award judging panel described how
‘a cloud-based dubbing solution helps to solve distance and access to
voice talent in a flexible way that shows great use of cloud
technologies’. 

Reaching a World of Voice Talent
In the traditional dubbing workflow, voice actors, dubbing directors,
recording engineers and other participants assemble in the same
physical location.

Now, the potential for using general recording spaces, vocal booths
and even home recording is significant. Subject to adequate acoustic
treatment and the availability of a suitable microphone, such spaces
give almost limitless capacity for voice capture.

With ZOO, cloud technology provides a way for participants to
collaborate efficiently online and scale up operations with a
distributed team – giving TV and movie content owners access to a
world of voice talent and dubbing directors.

Implementation and Performance
“It is delivering real results for users.” – IABM judging panel

Since the launch of the cloud dubbing service last year, ZOO is giving
Hollywood studios and global broadcasters access to a world of
talent. Cloud dubbing projects are taking place around the globe, not
constrained by physical recording studios, while maintaining the
highest quality standards.

As well as delivering an efficient solution, crucially for the TV and
movie industry, this technology affords higher levels of content
security; watermarks are personalized for individual voice actors, 
two-factor authentication is employed and user interactions with
original content can be tracked and audited.

Bringing Home the BaM™Award
Looking back at the NAB 2018 award win, Gordon Doran, ZOO
Digital’s President said:

“The BaM™ Award win at NAB 2018 showed how far the service
has come in such a short space of time and the whole team is
incredibly proud. Our cloud dubbing service is changing the game 
for TV and movie content owners and we’re delighted that our
technology-based approach is receiving recognition from experts 
in the industry.

“The Golden BaM™  shortlists feature some genuinely ground-
breaking products and services and we’re honored to be named
among such innovative companies.”
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We will be present at a number of shows over the next few months 
where members can take advantage of a variety of member benefits

Where you can see us next

12-14 March 2019 
Dubai World Trade Centre

21-23 March 2019 
China International Exhibition
Center, Beijing, China

29-31 January 2019
Pagati Maidan, Nwe Delhi, India

IABM UPDATE...

International broadcast and media
technology trade body reinforces
Business Intelligence Unit

IABM have appointed two new Research
Analysts – Riikka Koponen and Chiara
Raucci, reporting to IABM Head of Insight
and Analysis, Lorenzo Zanni. 

Riikka Koponen joins IABM as
Principal Analyst and is a
graduate of Helsinki School of
Economics, Finland’s top business
school. She also studied Chinese Language
and Literature at Fudan University in
Shanghai, and is a fluent Finnish, English,
French and Mandarin speaker. Since
graduating, Koponen has held a number of
market analyst roles, including Head of
Research at a leading business advisory
service in Shanghai, and most recently was
Business Intelligence Manager at B Medical
Systems in Luxembourg. 

Chiara Raucci joins as Research
Analyst. She holds a Bachelor in
Business Administration from
Second University of Naples, and a
Masters in International Business
from Hult International Business School in
San Francisco. Most recently, she has
served as a data analyst and reporter for
Tribe Dynamics in San Francisco, preceded
by a number of sales, marketing and social
media management roles. Raucci is fluent in
English, Italian and Spanish.

IABM’s extensive business intelligence
service is greatly valued by members, and
the appointments of Riikka and Chiara are
part of our plan to expand the range and
depth of business-enhancing 
information we offer.

IABM appoints two
Research Analysts Aprile Consulting GmbH

www.aprileconsulting.com

Atlanta DTH, Inc
www.adth.com

Capella Systems, LLC
www.capellasystems.net

Communications & Power
Industries, LLC
www.cpii.com

Computer Modules Inc
www.dveo.com

Dektron Ltd
www.dektron.gr

EMS Broadcast Technology LLC
www.easymediasuite.com

G&L Geißendörfer & Leschinsky
GmbH

www.gl-systemhaus.de

GrayMeta
www.graymeta.com

Luma Touch
www.luma-touch.com

Mediaproxy Pty Ltd
www.mediaproxy.com

Ncam Technologies Ltd
www.ncam-tech.com
Sematron UK Ltd

www.sematron.com

Sigma Corporation
www.sigma-photo.co.jp

SOHETO Singapore Pte. Ltd.
soheto.com.kh

STRYME GmbH
www.stryme.com

TMG
www.tmg.eu

U-TO Solutions (I) Pvt. Ltd.
uto.in

VoiceInteraction
www.voice-interaction.com

NEW IABM MEMBERS

26-28 Febuary 2019
Excell, London



      

IABM – Head Office
3 Bredon Court, Brockeridge Park

Twyning, Tewkesbury, Gloucestershire GL20 6FF
United Kingdom

T: +44 (0)1684 450030

IABM – Business Intelligence Unit
21 Rue Glesener

1631 Luxembourg City
Luxembourg

T: +352 27 86 4029
E: insight@theiabm.org

IABM – US Office
P.O. Box 1032
Saint Peters

Missouri 63376
USA

T: +1-636-980-1917

IABM – Singapore Office
#09-02 Tampines Junction

300 Tampines Avenue 5, Singapore, 529653
T: +65-6679 5839
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Visit our website to find out more: www.theiabm.org


